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ABSTRACT

This study is a proposed managernent plan for Canada geese (BranÍa canadensis) and

associated hurnan/goose conflicts in the urban and near urban areas of Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The proposed plan identifies and analyzes strategies and tactics for managing

Canada geese at an acceptable level within human health and safety, biological,

econotnic, and social tolerances. The strategies and tactics proposecl in the management

plan are based on a literature inquiry, SWOT analysis, and field observations in the

Capital Region of Manitoba. The literature review explores Canada geese in North

Atnerica, Canada geese in the Greater Winnipeg Area, and resident/urban goose

management at the Flyr,vay and local level. A SWOT analysis of the strategies and tactics

proposed in the management plan identifies the strengths and weaknesses both intemal

and extemally of each treatment. Field observations provide the frarnework for

identifying the relevancy of proposed actions to the attributes of the Winnipeg

human/goose conflict.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Over the past 40 years, restoration efforts in Canada and the United States (US) have

resulted in the biological restoration of the subspecies giant Canada goose (Branta

canadensis maxima) to well beyond its historical population and range (Ankney, 1996;

Belant et al., 1997; DolbeeÍ et al., 1998; Hundgen et a\.,2000). Much of this effort was

concentrated on establishing selÊsustaining, free-flying flocks of giant Canada geese in

urban and near urban areas of southern Canada and contiguous US (Atlantic Flyway

Counsel, 1999; Gabi g, 2000' Giant Canada Goose Committee, 19961' Kokel & Andrew,

2002; Pacific Council, 2000). As a result, the number of Canada geese in urban and near

urban areas has increased significantly, producing a range of hurnan/goose conflicts

including property damage, environmental degradation, economic loss, and public health

and safety concerns in these areas (Ankney, 1996; Cleary, 1994; Conover & Chasko,

1 985; Dolb eer et al., 2000; Ettl, I 993 ; Gosser et al., 2000; MacKinnon, 1996).

An intrinsic component of this situation is a positive correlation between the

number of geese and the occurrence of conflict with human activities (Christens et al.,

1995; Dolbeet et al., 2000; MacKinnon, 1996). The positive relationship demands

management actions to reduce the number of geese to mitigate such occurrences. A
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variety of management treatments have been developed which have proven effective in

achieving short and long tenn reductions in the total number of geese at treatments sites

(Cooper, 1991;Cooper & Keefe,1997; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Smith et al., 1999). The

management technique appropriate for a specific conflict is dictated by the desired

outcome and the objectives of the managernent plan. The evolution of resource

management planning over the past 50 years has challenged managers to develop tailored

solutions to site specifìc conflicts reflecting the unique biological, ecological and

socioeconomic attributes of the issue (Schusler et al., 2000). Relative to urban goose

management, contetnporary managefiìent progtams in Canada and the US manage

resident Canada geese at a population level, consistent with rnigratory population

objectives and the cultural carrying capaci|y of the area, which minimizes hurnan/goose

conflicts to an acceptable level (Gabig, 2000; Giant Canada Goose Committee, 1996;

Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Subcommittee on the Pacif,rc Population of Western Canada

Geese, 2000; Subcommittee on Rocky Mountain Canada Geese, 2000).

Similar to other urban areas of North America, the City of Winnipeg has not been

immune to the expansion of Canada goose populations. Since the early 1990's,

Winnipeg has experienced a significant increase in the number of migrant and resident

Canada geese occupying the Greater Winnipeg Area (GWA), the land contained within

the bounds of the Perimeter Highway (Figure l). This measured increase has produced a

range of human/goose conflicts comparable to those reported by other urban areas in

North America (Urban Goose Working Group, Unpublished Report, 2004). To date there

is no Canada goose management plan for urban geese in the GWA. However, the

positive relationship between Canada goose populations and conflict rates and the
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expectation of continued increases in both resident and migrant populations utilizing the

GWA underpin the necessity for a prograln to manage the number geese within the City

of Winnipeg. To that end, this document presents a summary of all relevant literature

pertaining to urban geese and goose management in North America as the foundation for

the proposed GWA Canada Goose Management Plan (GWA-CGMP). The GWA-CGMP

provides an operational frarnework for managing Canada geese in the GWA to rnitigate

the associated human/goose conflicts. The strategies and tactics are based on a fine-f,rlter

approach, tailored to the unique attributes of the GWA conflict (Chase et al., 1999).

This document is divided into five chapters. Chapter one, the introduction

provides an overview of urban geese and associated conflicts at both a macro and micro

scale. Chapter two, entitled "Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) in North America",

consists of two sections summarizing urban geese in North America. The first section,

Figure I Greater Winnipeg Area (GWA)
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2.1 provides an overview of the biology and ecology of Canada geese in North America.

The overvier.v outlines the biological and ecological characteristics at play in urban

human/goose conflicts, as well as differentiating and contrasting resident and rnigrant

Canada geese. The second section, 2.2 explores the common environmental attributes

attracting Canada geese to urban areas and the prorninent hurnan/goose conflicts resulting

frorn the presence of geese in urban centres of North America.

Chapter three, entitled "Canada geese in the Greater Winnipeg Area", consists of

two sections summarizing urban geese in the GWA. The first section, 3.1 examines the

prominent attributes contributing to the number of Canada geese in the GWA. The

second section,3.2 documents all reported conflicts resulting from the presence of geese

in the GWA. This chapter details the magnitude of the GV/A hurnan/goose conflict and

the necessity for management intervention, as well as identifying principal areas for

treatment actions.

Chapter four, entitled "ResidenlUrban Canada goose Management", follows the

need for management laid out in chapters two and three, exploring management

treattnents, the contemporary management model and current management programs.

The chapter consists of three sections. The first section, 4.1 is a summary of Canada

goose Íìanagement treatments which have demonstrated a feasible rnethod of reducing

and/or preventing goose damage with minimal negative impacts on the environment,

humans and other species. The second section, 4.2 illustrates the evolution of modern

resource management towarcls greater participation by all stakeholders in the

management process. The third section, 4.3 concludes the chapter with a synopsis of

urban goose management at both the Flyway and local level.
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The fiÍÌh and final chapter, entitled "Greater Winnipeg Area Canada Goose

Matragement Plan", builds on the preceding tlrree chapters as a foundation for the

proposed management plan. The chapter consists of fìve sections. The first section,5.l

details the managernent goal of the proposed plan. The second section, 5.2 quantifies the

population objectives in the proposed management plan. The third section, 5.3 is an

outline of the plan, including associated strategies and tactics to achieve the management

goal and an analysis and matrix of all actions prescribed in the GWA-CGMP. The fourth

section, 5.4 is a discussion of the proposed GWA-CGMP. This section details the

irnplications and limitations of the proposed management plan, as well as identifying

several areas for future research. The fifth section, 5.5 is the conclusion to the document,

summarizing the human/goose conflict and proposed management plan with an optimisrn

for Canada geese continuing to represent a connection to the natural world, not a

nuisance burdenin s urban dwellers.
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CHAPTER TWO

Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) in North America

Canada geese (8. canadenszs) are endemic to each Province and Territory of Canada,

each State in the US except Hawaii, and many States in Mexico. The current range and

population of Canada geese in Norlh America is greater than any other time in history

(Ankney, 1996; Mid-winter Survey unpublished reports in Kokel & Andrew,2002;

Rusch et al., 1995). The rnajority of Canada geese nest in localized aggregations in

remote regions of northern Canada and Alaska and are commonly referred to as migrant

geese. However, the distribution of geese has extended southward for the past several

decades, increasing significantly the number of nesting geese in the southem regions of

Canada and the contiguous US (Rusch et al., 1995). Geese nesting in southem regions of

Canada and the contiguous US or residing in these regions between April and August are

commonly classified as resident geese (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Much of the growth in

the southern portion of the range can be athibuted to the introduction and translocation of

large race geese, primarily the giant Canada goose, to urban and near urban areas of

Canada and the US during the latter half of the 20th century.
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2.1 BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY OF CANADA GEESE (8. canadensis)

There are 11 subspecies of Canada geese r,vhich differing prirnarily in color and body size

but are typically recognized by a white check patch against a black neck (Johnsbard,

1978). The largest two Canada geese subspecies are the giant Canada goose (8. c.

ntaxinnts) and the westem Canada goose (8. c. ntffitti), varying in weight frorn 3.5 to

8kg. Giant and western Canada geese makeup the rrajority of resident goose populations

in Norlh America. The historical breeding range of these geese includes the ternperate

regions of Canada and northern US, wintering close to their nesting areas except in years

of a severe winter. The remaining nine Canada goose subspecies (heretofore referred to

as migrant geese) typically nest in the boreal regions of Alaska and Canada, sub-Arctic

and Arctic, ranging in size frorn the dusky Canada goose (8. c. occidentalis) at 3-4.5 kg

to the cackling Canada goose (8. c. minima) af l-2kgs (Kokel & Andrew,2002). These

geese migrate twice a year between breeding and wintering ranges, traveling distances up

to 4800km during the migration period.

2.ll General Characteristics of Canada seese

2.lla Appearance

Colour and size is the prirnary indicia of the Canada goose subspecies (Bellrose,

1976). However, enough overlap of visible characteristics occurs between some

subspecies that classification by visible indicators only is difficult.

2.ltb Food Habits

Canada geese are herbivores, acquiring nutrition from leaves, seeds, fruits, and

roots of plants. They forageby grazine, preferring the new portions of growing plants,

typically high in protein. The consurnption of high fibrous material combined with a
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relatively inefficient digestive system results in an elevated intake and turn over of forage

resources, producing a defecation occuffence every 3-4 minutes by most subspecies of

geese (Owen, 1980). Prior to the introduction of modem agriculture and the appearance

of crop residues in the diet of Canada geese, wetland vegetation was traditionally the only

forage resource of Canada geese (Bent, 1925;Eggeman et at., 1989; Hanson & Smith,

1950). During periods of high energy requirements, such as migration, Canada geese

feed primarily on high carbohydrate foods such as spent cereal grains produced in

modern agriculture.

2.71c Spring Migratiott

Migrant Canada geese are one of the earliest waterfowl to leave wintering areas,

tracking the snowline and a OoC isothenn as they travel northward (Bellrose, 1916).

They arrive on the breeding grounds only in time for the hatch of goslings to coincide

with the emergence and most prolifìc growing period of spring vegetation (Owen, 1980).

2.lld Pairing

Canada geese generally fonn pair bonds in spring of their second year. Bonds are

maintained until the death of a partner, at which time the survivor will typically form a

new pair bond the following spring (Maclnnes et al., 1974).

2.lle Nestìng

Canada geese reach sexual maturity at two years of age but may delay nesting

until three or four years of age despite being physiologically capable of successful

nesting (Craighead & Stockstad, 1964; Kossack, 1950; Moser & Rusch, 1989). Delayed

nesting by Canada geese increases reproductive success, demonstrating the positive
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relationship between breeding age and successful rearing of young (Hardy & Tacha,

I 989; Raveling, l98l ).

Canada geese are highly philopatric to nesting sites, often utilizing the same site

frorn previous years (Brakhage, 1965). They prefer to nest on elevated areas within 50m

of rvater bodies with good visibility of the surrounding area (Bellrose, 1976). Clutch size

ranges frorn I -8 eggs with a single egg laid daily. Depending on subspecies, incubation

ranges from 24-30 days and is conducted by the female who spends 9l-99 percent of her

time at the nest site (Afton & Paulus, 1992).

In anticipation of the spring migration and nesting season the female Canada

goose will accumulate needed protein and fat reserves. Upon arrival at the breeding

grounds female geese are at their highest annual body rnass, nearly double their winter

ûìass. Immediately following the incubation period fernales have dropped to their lowest

weight, losing up to 34 percent body rnass, often near starvation (Gates et al., 1998;

Moser & Rusch, 1998; Raveling & Lumsden, 1977). If conditions during the spring

rnigration, prenesting, or nesting periods require excessive stores of energy, female geese

may abandon nesting attempts (Krapu & Reinecke, 1992; Moser & Raush, 1998;

Newton, 1977)

Gander contribution during the nesting period is the provision of protection for

both the female and nest from depredation. Predator defense mechanisms are quite

effective, large mammals and overland flooding provide the only significant threat to nest

success (Bellrose, 1976;' Campbell, l99l; Maclnnes & Misra, 1972; Stephenson & Van

Bellenberghe, 1995). At southern latitudes mating pairs often initiate renesting efforts in

response to failed nests. However, at northern latitudes, renesting attempts are
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uncolrìmon as both the tirne required to fledge goslings prior to the fall rnigration and

fèmale energy reserues are often insuffìcient (Bellrose, 1976).

2.1ß Brood-reat'irtg & Fantily Structtu'e

Goslings rarely spend more then 24 hours in the nest prior to relocating to brood

rearing areas with both parents. Brood rearing areas typically possess protein rich

vegetation for gosling development and open water for predator avoidance. Precocial

goslings will spend the next 6-8 weeks with both parents, feeding continuously during

daylight hours.

Canada geese fonn strong farnily units, generally migrating and wintering

together (Raveling, 1968; Raveling, 1969). They will aggressively defend their offspring

and mates from predators.

2.rlg Moult

Once a year adult Canada geese replace their flight feathers during the moult

period. The moult coincides with the end of the hatch, both parents and goslings are

flightless during this period. At this time geese are most susceptible to predation and

congregate near water bodies as a means of escape from approaching predators. Both

adults and goslings achieve flight ability at the same time, 4-6 weeks following the start

of the moult (Bellrose. 1976\.

z.llh Fall Migration & Wintering

Canada geese initiate the fall migration in response to a variety of variables

including weather, instinct, disturbance, and food. The ultimate latitude at which geese

will winter is largely dependant on body size, food availability and weather. Larger

bodied geese typically winter at latitudes north of smaller bodied geese consequent to
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their ability to better rvithstand the colder climate (Lefebvre & Raveling,1961). Geese

select wintering sites which possess sufïcient foraging opportunities, protection, open

water, and other Canada geese (Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

2.tti Annual Stn'vival

Canada geese are long lived and have a high annual survival rate. Survival rates

ofjuveniles range froni 30 to 70 percent, adults range from 65-85 percent depending on

subspecies (Bellrose, 1980; Harris et al., 1998; Hestbeck & Arnlecki, 1989; Johnson &

Castelli, 1998; Lawerence et al., 1998b; Raveling et al., 1992; Samual et al., 1990). The

greatest occurrence of mortality occurs within 3 weeks of hatching (Bellrose, 1976;,Ely,

1998; Huskey et al., 1998; Lawerence et al., 1998a; Sargeant & Raveling, 1992).

Hunting is the predorninate source of modality of post fledging geese with few natural

predators taking mature geese (Chaprnan et al., 1969; Krohn & Bizeau, 1980; Raveling &

Lumsden, 1977;Tacha et al., 1980).

2.12 Comparison of Migrant and Resident Canada geese

The general behavior and ecology of rnigrant and resident Canada geese is

similar, however a number of differences do exist. These differences provide resident

geese advantages over migrant geese, increasing both annual survival and reproductive

success, as a function of increased energy stores available for reproduction efforts and

lower exposure rates to hunting. Table I provides a summary of the following

comparison of resident and rnigrant geese food habitats, spring migration, nesting,

moulting, brood rearing, and fall rnigration traits demonstrating the advantages resident

geese possess compared to migrant geese.
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Table l. Contparison of "resident" and "migrant" Canada geese (8. cunudensís) (Kokel & Andrerv,
2002).

Attribute
Large Race

"Resident" Geese
Medium Race

" l\'Iigrant" Geese
Small Race

"ì\'ligrant" Geese

Population Dynamícs
Ase at first breedins 3 Ycars 4 - 5 Years I Ycars

lutch size i-7 Fooç 'ì - 5 Fooç 2-5Eggs
Nest success -lieh Variable Variable
Renesting Yes - Frcquent Yes - Freouenl No
Annuâl reproductil e success lish - Constant Mediurn - Variable Low, "Boom/Bust"
Adult survival )0% 70 - 90Yo 70%
l\ligration distance lhort Mediurn Long
Hunting exposure i0 - 100 Davs 120 Davs 160 Days
Population trend -ong-tcrm Incrcase Fìuctuation Fluctuatins

Time Constrsi¡tts
\estins period rebruary - June April - June June - Julv
Incubation period l8 - 30 Days 28 Days 24 Days
0gg laying rate I ees/l.5 davs I ess/dav I eeddav
Sosline time to survival ì5 Davs 63 Davs 43-55 Davs
{dult lVloult time 15 Davs 32 Days 26 Days

2.12a Food Habits

One area of advantage resident geese have over migrant geese is food habits.

Migrant geese traveling to northern breeding grounds time their arrival to coincide with

the disappearance of snow and access to nest sites. Foraging opportunities and caloric

intake at arrival on the nesting grounds is generally limited to underground plant material.

It is only after the hatch that lush sedge and grasses are abundantly available. By

contrast) resident Canada geese nest in areas with comparatively long growing seasons

including areas with a year round growing season. Additionally, resident geese associate

with areas of high human activity, coffespondent with active horticultural and agricultural

production of food resources. The occupation of these areas by resident geese ensures a

consistent food source throughout the entire nesting season. Therefore, in comparison of

food habits, migrant geese must endure long periods of limited forage and significantly

lower opportunities for consumption of horticultural and agricultural residues compared

to resident geese (Kokel & Andrew, 2002).
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2.12b Spring Migratiott

A second advantage resident geese possess compared to rnigrant geese occurs

during the spring migration period. Migrant geese expend significant energy stores

during their rnigration to nesting areas. Flying Canada geese consurne as much as twice

the quantity of energy as resting or loafìng geese (LeFebvre & Raveling,1967; Raveling

& Lumsden, 1977). Therefore by cornparison, the long distances traveled during the

spring by rnigrant geese requires a greater expenditure of energy and reduces the time

available for breeding activity, up to four months, compared to resident geese (Bellrose,

197 6)

2.12c NestÌng, Moulting & Brood Rearing

A third advantage resident geese have over rnigrant geese occurs in the nesting,

rnoulting and brood rearing season. The larger body size of resident geese facilitates the

storage of additional protein and fat internally, both absolutely and proportionately,

cornpared to the smaller body of migrant geese (Ankney & Maclnnes, 1978). This ability

enables resident geese to enter the nesting, moulting, and brood rearing season with

gteater nutrient reserves compared to rnigrant geese.

2.12d Fall Mìgration

A fourth advantage resident geese have over migrant geese occurs during the fall

rnigration period. During the fall migration, migrant geese must travel a greater distance

to wintering areas then resident geese. The greater distance elevates energy needs and

increases exposure to hunting pressure over a longer period of tirne. Provincial and state

hunting seasons typically occur at the peak of the fall migration through their respective

jurisdictions, exposing rnigrating geese to consecutive hunting seasons over the entire
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length of the migration coridor. Exposure to hunting varies fiom 120 to 160 days for

rnigrant geese compared to 50-100 days for resident geese (Rusch et al., 1996).

2.13 Population Growth

Despite the advantages resident geese have compared to rnigrant geese both

populations are increasing. The total number of Canada geese in Norlh America has

increased from 980 000 in 1960 to 3 734 500 in 2000, greater then any other time in

history (Ankney, 1996; Mid-winter Survey unpublished reports in Kokel & Andrew,

2002; Rusch et al., 1995). All 15 Canada goose populations recognized in Nofih

American Waterfowl Management Plan are exhibiting stable or increasing population

trends (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). The five populations which experienced signifìcant

declines since the 1900's, Aleutian, Dusky, Cackling, Atlantic, and Southern James Bay,

have all recovered and are currently stable (Kokel & Andrew, 2002\.

2.14 Population Interactions

As rnigrant and resident populations increase so too does the occurrence of

overlap between populations. Despite migrant and resident Canada geese being allopatric

during segments of their nesting seasons, it is evident that overlap occurs in staging and

wintering areas, as well as, overlap of moult rnigrants in summer nesting ranges of

migrant geese. The concurrent presence and interaction of migrant and resident geese in

time and space introduces intricacies to Canada goose management including, assessment

of population parameters, resource competition, and habitat and distribution changes

(Kokel & Andrew, 2002).
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2.14a Assessment o.f Population Paranteters

Goose management in Canacla and the US is concentrated on achieving

population levels which minirnize sociological conflicts and rraximizes socioeconomic

benefits consistent with the ecosystem status (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Desirecl

population levels are achieved by balancing annual rnorlality and production levels,

utilizing a variety of methods and surveys to monitor change. Accurate population

assessment, traditionally conducted on wintering grounds, has become increasingly

difficult as the concurrent occupation of wintering areas by resident and migrant

populations makes differentiation difficult. As a result, most agencies now conduct

population suweys on the breeding grounds. However, as resident goose populations

increase, so too does the occurrence of rnoult migrants on the breeding grounds of

migrant geese during the nesting season, increasing the potential for inaccurate surveys

(Abraham et, at., 1999).

2.14b Resow'ce Compeîilion

Increasing resident Canada goose populations threaten to force rnigrant geese to

compete for food resources in summer and winter ranges where the two overlap. In all

four flyways, resident Canada goose populations nearly equal or exceed migrant

populations compared to 30 years ago when resident populations were only a fraction or

migrant populations (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Increased agricultural activity and crop

residues in similar staging and wintering areas have benefited both resident and migrant

Canada geese through the provision of increased forage resources. However, a finite

quantity of residues and improved cropping efficiencies limit the availability of

agricultural food sources to both resident and migrant geese. Additionally, growing
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resident goose populations are increasing the number of moult rnigrants depleting food

resources in northern breeding ranges of migrant geese (Abraharn et al., 1999; Ankney,

1996). Degradation of breeding areas and food consumption by rnoult migrants has been

considered in the poor population growth, low reproduction, poor gosling growth, and

declining body size of adult rnigrant geese on Akimiski Island in Jarnes Bay (Abrah am et

al., 1999; Ankney, 1996;Leafl,oor et al., 1998).

2.14c Habitat and Distt"ibution

Mìgrant Canada geese have continued to shift their wintering range northward for

decades (Hankla & Rudolph,19671- Hestbeck, 1998; Pacific Flyway Council, 1998). One

reason attributed to this shift is the presence of resident geese in temperate regions of

Canada and northern US and their decoying effect on rnigrant geese (Atlantic Flyway

Council, 1999; Central Flyway Council, 1998; Mississippi Flyrvay Council, 1996). The

increased utilization of urban areas by wintering migrant geese reinforces the hypothesis

that resident geese are attracting migrants to those locations by acting as decoys (Smith er

al., 1999).

"r7 HUMAN/GOOSE CONFLICTS IN NORTH AMERICA

In spite of the increasing utilization of urban areas by rnigrant geese the rnajority

of urban goose populations in North America consist of individuals from the subspecies

giant Canada goose and to a lesser extent the western Canada goose (Coluccy, 2002;

Dombush et al., 1996; Kokel & Andrew,2002). Once feared extinct, a population of

giant Canada geese was discovered in the early 1960's by Harold C. Hansen (Ankney,

1996; Coluccy, 2002; Dornbush et al., 1996; Gabig,2000; Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

Following this discovery a restoration effort was undertaken by provincial and state
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wildlife agencies, conservation groups, and private individuals. Numerous cities

throughout Canada and the US established giant Canada goose populations as pañ of the

initiative (Conover, 1992 Gabig,2000; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Smith et al., 1999). In

the 40 years that followed, giant Canada goose populations have expanded well beyond

historic ranges with the rnajority of growth occurring in urban centres as a result of the

restoration program (Ankney, 199ó; Dolbeer et al., 1998; Gosser & Conover, 1999;

Kokel & Andrew, 2002). The restoration program has also benefited other Canada goose

subspecies' and breeding populations (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Canada geese can now

be found in almost every urban centre in Canacla and the US (Belant et al., 1996; Belant

et al., 1997; Chrisfens et al., 1995; Conover, 1985; Conover & Chasko, 1985, Dolbeer et

al., 1998; Hundgen et a|.,2000; Smith et al., 1999).

2.21 Urban Attributes Contributins to the Human/Goose Conflict in Nortli America

The success of the giant Canada goose restoration program grew frorn the ability

of Canada geese to adapt to the urban envirorunent and a number of common attributes

found in most urban areas of North America (Ankney, 1996; Cleary, 1994; Gabig, 2000).

These attributes include; urban planning design, landscape management, low predator

populations, and reduced hunting opportunities (Hundgen et al., 2000' Masswildlife,

2002; PA Game, 2002; Wheaton, 2002).

Contemporary urban planning has resulted in the increased construction of storm

water retention basins adjacent to open and maintained green spaces in urban areas of

Canada and the US (Ankney, 1996; Coluccy, 2002; Conover & Chasko, 1985; Wheaton,

2002). This type of design is increasing in urban areas as it provìdes an efficient method

of managing storm water runoff and creates a landscape type attractive to urban dwellers
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(Addison & Alnernic, 1983). However, this landscape type also attracts Canada geese

through the provision of preferred nesting and feeding sites, consisting of expansive

green spaces with unobscured sight lines acljacent to open water in the stonn water

retention basin (Conover & Kania, 1991; Kokel & Andrew,2002). Turf maintenance

programs of scheduled mowing, irrigation and fertilizer applications further increases the

sites attraction through the provision of preferred forage, young green shoots (Conover,

1985b; Conover, 1992; Conover & Kania, 1991; Kokel & Andrew,2002, MacKinnon.

1999; Smith et al., 1999). Additionally, Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensrs), a prefened

forage of Canada geese is the most prominent ground cover used in urban and near urban

areas of Canada and the US (Conover, 1985b; Conover, 1992; Srnith et al., 1999).

Low predator populations, a colnlnon attribute of urban and near urban areas,

have also contributed to the increasing number of geese utilizing urban areas (Coluccy,

2002; Hundgen et al., 2000; Masswildlife, 2002; PA Game, 2002). The elirnination of

most natural predators in urban areas has significantly increased recruitment, raising first

year survival rates of urban geese to 90 percent compared to 59 percent for rural geese

(Cleary, 1994; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Srnith et al., 1999). Improved recruitment and

the goose's philopatric nature of returning to successful nest sites further increases the

number of geese occupying urban areas (Kokel & Andrew,2002).

Another prominent attribute of urban centres contributing to the increasing

number of geese is the elimination or reduction of hunting opportunities in urban and

near urban areas. Many urban centers have restrictions prohibiting the discharge of

firearms both within the centre and the surrounding area (Conover &. Kania, 1991).
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Reduced hunting opporlunities provide urban geese feeding, nesting and loafìng areas

free of hunting pressure not typically found in rural areas (Conover & Kania, I 991).

2.22 Common Human/Goose Conflicts in North America

The mere presence of Canada geese in an urban area does not create a

human/goose conflict. However, when the number of geese is allowed to exceed 40-60

birds at a single location, the human/goose conflict threshold level, conflict with human

activities will likely occur (Conover & Chasko, 1985, Wittmann et al., 1998). The rnost

comrlon source of conflict in North America between human and goose activity results

from the large quantity of fecal matter deposited by feeding geese (Conover, 1992;

Conover & Chasko, 1985; Gabig, 2000; Kokel & Andrew,2002; Reguly, 2002;Yolz &

Clausen, 2001). A large quantity of goose feces depreciates the recreational and esthetic

values of urban areas, reducing visitor attendance and/or park usage (Breault &.

McKelvey, 1991; connecticut, 1999; conover & chasko, 1985; curnmings et al., l99l

Cummings et al., 1995;Yolz & Clausen,200l).

Other hurnan/goose conflicts have also developed as a consequence of geese feces

in urban areas including the degradation of aquatic ecosystems. High concentrations of

goose feces in water reservoirs will greatly alter the aquatic ecosystem (Breault &

McKelvey, l99l). A significant influx of fecal matter elevates Nitrogen (N) loads within

the basin, over fertilizing the reservoir and typically resulting in large algae bloorns

and/or eutrophication of the pond cell (Conover, 1985; Conover & Chasko, 1985;

Cummings et al., 1991;Cummings et al., 1995 Yolz & Clausen,200l). Additionally,

sizable numbers of geese will also degrade aquatic recreation values and drinking water

quality, resulting from the presence of escalated virulence pathogen counts consistent
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with increased fecal matter content (Breault & McKelvey, 1997 Connecticul, 1999

Conover, 1985; Conover & Chasko, 1985; Volz & Clausen,2001).

Recent research has identified pathogen transmission at urban green spaces as an

additional source of conflict resulting from the presence of goose feces, the prirnary

vector of pathogen transmission. In the report, Managentent of Conflicts Associated with

Resident Canada Geese in Wisconsin, by the United States Department of Agriculture

(USDA), Canada goose feces was shown to posses a number of virulence pathogens. The

report identified the following pathogens, transmissible to humans via direct or indirect

contact, present in goose feces sarnpled from urban areas; Cryptosporidiosis

(Cryptosporidiwn parvum), Giardiasis (Giardia Lambia), Salmonella (Salmonella spp),

Cltlamydia psittacia, and E.coli (Escherichia coli) (USDA, 2000). Additional research

conducted in Colorado, New York, Wisconsin, Washington, Oregon, and California

revealed the presence ofpathogenic E. coli in over 25 percent of all Canada goose feces

found in urban green spaces (Clark, 2003). The same study concluded a person walking

a distance of l.5km in an urban park, where conflict levels of Canada geese are present,

will corne in direct contact with four to eight pieces of feces containing virulence

pathogens.

The physical presence of Canada geese concentrated in urban gïeen spaces is

another source of conflict between human and goose activity. High concentrations of

loafìng geese in an urban green space can cause topsoil to become hard pan, preventing

vegetative growth and resulting in soil erosion, lose of esthetic value and property

damage (Conover, 1988; Smith et al., 1999). Additionally, the physical presence of

resident geese in an urban area can attract migrant geese during migration period by
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acting as decoys, fulther increasing the potential for conflict (Barras & Wright, 2002;

Conover & Chasko, 1985; Cooper, 1991;Crisley et al., 1968; Woronecki,1992).

Bird strikes by aircrafts account for the highest econornics costs and human

fatalities incumed in the conflict between human and goose activities in urban and near

urban areas (Barras & wright,2002 conover et al., 1995; cooper, l99l;MacKinnon,

1996). Wildlife strikes with large mammals such as deer result in the most damage per

strike, however, wildlife strikes with birds are most common and account for the greatest

cumulative damage (Barras & Wright, 2002). Bird strikes principally occur in urban

areas with 90 percent of strikes occurring below 1000m near airpofi facilities and involve

all types and sizes of aircraft (Barras & wright, 2002; Conover et al., 1995; Cooper,

1991). The chance of a bird strike below l000rn is exaggerated as a pilots ability to

perfonn evasive maneuvers is limited during take off and landing (Cooper, 1991).

Between 1990 and 1998 the financial cost of bird strikes to both civilian and military

aircrafts in Canada and the US averaged over $500 million USD annually (Kokel &

Andrew, 2002). However, the actual cost is likely to be significantly higher. Conover et

al., (1995) found only 31 percent of all US civilian bird strikes are reported to the Federal

Aviation Authority, Transport Canada also claims a comparable reporting rate of 30

percent for all Canadian civilian aircraft/bird strikes (MacKinnon, 1996).

Canada geese are the third most dangerous anirnal in wildlife strikes, only white-

tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and turkey r,ultures (Cathartes aura) are Ítore

dangerous (Dolbeer, 2000). Dolbeer (2000) determined Canada geese were involved in

56 percent of all wildlife strikes where there was some damage to aircrafts and involved

in 21 percent of all wildlife strikes where an aircraft was either seriously damased or
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destroyed. Bird strikes with Canada geese are attributable to the goose's attraction to

airport facilities and response to air movements. Canada goose attraction to airport

facilities results from the provision ofideal nesting and forage areas. Large open grassy

areas near standing water are often found on the landscape of airport facilities, providing

geese preferred nesting areas (Cooper, 1991; MacKinnon, 1999; Winnipeg Airport

Authority, 2002). Airport maintenance of grassland infields, as a method of fire

suppression, provides geese attractive feeding areas through the exposure of new grass

shoots (Cooper, l99l). The Canada goose's response to flying aircrafts further increases

the risk of a bird strike near airport facilities. Feeding Canada geese have the greatest

response to aircraft at altitudes between 305rn and 760m (Ward et al., 1999). This

response causes geese to take flight when both fixed winged and helicopters reach this

altitude and places geese in the flight path of aircrafts taking off or landing (Ward et al.,

1999). In addition, the Canada goose's tendency to flock together in flight increases the

potential for multiple strikes with an aircraft.

The summary of Canada goose biology and ecology at the start of this chapter

demonstrates the relevance of these characteristics on urban goose conflicts in North

America. The differentiation and contrasting of resident and migrant geese illustrates the

difficulties inherent in Canada goose management and will be further explored in

chapters four and five. The general overview in the latter portion of this chapter of

attributes attracting Canada geese to urban areas and associated conflicts common in

Canada and the US provides a background for delineating and comparing the GWA

attributes and conflicts presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

Canada Geese in the Greater Winnipeg Area

Similar to other urban centres in North America the City of Winnipeg has experienced a

significant increase in the occurrence of Canada geese and associated human/goose

conflicts. These conflicts have expanded to all regions of the City and include a range of

conflicts when overlap occurs.

3.1 PROMINENT ATTRIBUTES CONTRIBUTING TO CANADA GEESE IN THE

GWA

A variety of factors contribute to the increasing number of Canada in the GWA

which are unique and similar to factors in other urban centres in Canada and the US. The

prominent attributes contributing to the increasing number of geese in the GWA are,

increasing migrant and resident populations of Canada geese in the Mississippi Flyway,

agriculture in the GWA, proximity to Oak Hammock Marsh, limited hunting

opportunities in Game Hunting Area 38, decoy affect of resident geese, and storm water

infrastructure in the City of Winnipeg.

3.11 Increased Canada goose Populations

One prominent attribute contributing to the increasing number of Canada geese in

the GWA is the growing populations of Canada geese utilizing the GV/A. These
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populations consist of resident and rnigrant Canada geese and have steadily increased in

Winnipeg since the 1990's, mirroring the expansion of goose populations in other urban

centres, the Mississippi Flyway, and North America as a whole (Gabig, 2000; Giant

Canada Goose Comrnittee, 1996; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Manitoba Conservation, 1999;

Manitoba Conservation, 1999b; Manitoba Conservation, 2005; Manitoba Conservation,

200sb).

3.11a Migrant Geese

The GWA's location in the Mississippi Flyway corridor makes it an ideal resting

and staging area for continental geese traveling through the migration corridor during the

spring and fall migration. Six continental breeding populations of Canada geese exist

within Manitoba; however, only four populations have a migratory pattem and/or

breeding range which contribute individuals to the GWA.

The first Canada goose population contributing geese to the GWA is the

Mississippi Flyway Giant Population (MFGP). The MFGP consists of giant Canada

geese (8. c. maxinta), transplanted to urban centres throughout the temperate areas of

Canada and continental US during the latter half of the 20th century (Kokel & Andrew,

2002). The MFGP has steadily grown since the early 1990's and has expanded beyond

its historic range (Dennis et al., 2000;' Kokel & Andrew,2002). The 2003 spring

breeding pair survey estimates the MFGP at 1,635,000 individuals, far exceeding the

population goal of one million individuals (Ankney, 1996; Belant et al., 1997; Giant

Canada Goose Committee, 1996; Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

The second continental breeding population contributing Canada geese to the

GWA is the Eastern Prairie Population (EPP). The EPP consists of interior Canada geese
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(8. c interior). EPP geese nest in the Hudson Bay Lowlands and follow a migration

route along the eastern half of Manitoba to their winter range in northern Missouri (CWS,

2003). Estirnated spring population counts of the EPP have recorded a 2 percent increase

annually over the past l0 years to 229,200 individuals in 2003 (CWS, 2003; USFWS,

2003). The fall migration of the EPP is believed to contribute significantly to the total

number of Canada geese in the GWA (Urban Goose Working Group, Unpublished

Document,2004).

The third continental breeding population of Canada geese in the GWA is the

Tallgrass Prairie Population (TGPP). The TGPP is predominantly made up of

Richardson Canada geese (8. c. hutchinsii),lesser Canada geese (8. c. parvrpes) rnake up

the remainder of the TGPP. The nesting range of the TGPP includes the eastern Arctic

and Baffin island (CWS, 2003; USFWS, 2003). During fall, TGPP geese migrate south-

easterly across Manitoba. Historically, this population will stage in the south eastern

portion of Manitoba on the way to its winter range in southeast South Dakota and

northeast Nebraska (Bellrose, 1976). Spring TGPP counts on Baffin Island have

demonstrated an annual increase of 5 percent in the number of nesting geese from 1994

to 2002 (USFWS, 2003). The 2003 mid-winter survey estimated the TGPP at 611,800

individuals , a 2l percent increase over the previous year (USFWS, 2003)

The final continental breeding population of Canada geese contributing

individuals to the GWA is the Interlake-Rochester Giant Canada Goose Population

(IRGCGP). As the name irnplies, the IRGCGP is made up of giant Canada geese (8. c.

ntaxima). The IRGCGP migrates from its breeding range in the Interlake area of

Manitoba, through the GWA, to its winter range in Rochester, Minnesota. Population
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estimates placed the IRGCGP at approxirnately 60,000 individuals in 2003 (Kokel &

Andrew, 2002).

The total rnigrant population in the City of Winnipeg has steadily increased since

the mid 1990's (Manitoba Conservation, 1999). The 2005 fall rnigration survey of

Canada geese in the City of Wìnnipeg estimated the daily peak population at over 165

000 individuals, a 65 percent increase since 1998, the hrst year of the GWA fall staging

survey (Manitoba Conservation, 1998; Manitoba Conservation, 2005).

3.11b Resident Geese

Resident geese occupy the GWA between the spring and fall rnigration periods,

consisting of nesting and molt-migrant Canada geese. The resident nesting population in

GWA returns yearly for the breeding season and belongs to MFGP. Similarly, the

resident moult-rnigrant population belongs to the MFGP, consisting of sub-adults and

unsuccessful breeding geese which migrate norlh frorn their winter range to moult in

regions of Canada and the northern US, including the GWA. Moult migrants remain in

these regions until the fall migration when they will return to their winter range (Kokel &

Andrew, 2002). Once sub-adults reach sexual rnaturity they typically rernain at their

birth place to initiate nesting.

The resident goose population in the City of Winnipeg has steadily increased

since the rnid 1990's (Manitoba Conservation, 2005b). The 2005 spring brood

production survey of resident Canada geese conducted in the City of Winnipeg estimated

the population at 2709 individuals, a 34 percent increase since 1999, the first year of the

suruey (Manitoba Conservation, 2005b). This increase occurred despite management

programs at sites across the City of Winnipeg to reduce the reproductive success of
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nesting Canada geese in the GWA (R. Bruce, personal. communication; Winnipeg

Airport Authority, 2002).

3.12 Agricultural Cropping Methods in rhe GWA

A second prorninent attribute contributing to the number of Canada geese in the

GWA is the cropping methods ernployed by area producers. The agricultural land within

and sumounding the City of Winnipeg is cornprised largely of intensive grain fanning

operations. Cereal cropping methods of drying swathes, exposed residues, and voluntary

growth provide rnigrant geese a source of high-energy food resources needed for the fall

migration (Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Leafloor, 2003). Geese feeding on cereal crops in the

GWA create travel corridors between feeding and resting areas inside the City of

Winnipeg, avoiding natural predation and hunting pressure (M. Gillespie, personal

communication, 2003).

3.f 3 Oak Hamrnock Marsh & Fort Whyte Nature Centre

The third prominent attribute contributing to the number of Canada geese in the

GWA is Oak Hammock Marsh and Fort Whyte Nature Centre. Both facilities attract

Canada geese to the GWA through the provision of waterfowl habitat and are

increasingly utilized by significant populations of Canada geese during the fall migration

(Ducks Unlimited, 2002; Manitoba Conservation, 19991' Manitoba Conservation, 2000;

Manitoba Conservation, 2001; Manitoba Conservation,2002; Manitoba Conservation,

2003; Manitoba Conservation,2004; Manitoba Conservation, 2005). Fort Whyte Nature

Centre is a mixed l60ha upland and wetland wildlife preserve located in the southwest

corner of Winnipeg (Fort, 2003). The five pond cells at Fort White have consistently

held the highest number of Canada geese during the past three fall migration periods of
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any cell inside the City of Winnipeg (Manitoba Conservation, 2003; Manitoba

Conservation,2004; Manitoba Conservation, 2005). Oak Hammock Marsh, located 20

km north of Winnipeg, holds the highest concentration of waterfowl in North America

during the fall rnigration with Canada geese rnaking up the largest segrnent of migrating

forvl (Ducks Unlimited Canada, 2003).

3.14 Reduced Hunting Opportunities in the GWA

The fourth prominent attribute contributing to the growing populations of Canada

geese in the GWA is the reduced hunting opportunities in the surrounding regions.

Conover & Kania (1991) found hurnan/goose conflicts are trore likely to occur in areas

where local ordinances prohibit either the discharge of firearms or hunting, the same is

true of the GWA conflict. Canada goose attraction to the GWA results from the

provision of safe resting areas inside the City and energy rich food resources in nearby

agricultural fields. The lack of hunting pressure or disturbance in the surrounding

croplands encourages Íìany birds to return annually.

The GWA, which has the same boundaries as Game Hunting Area 38, has a

combination of factors which have reduced hunting opportunities in Game Hunting Area

38 and the surrounding Garne Hunting Areas. The land area in Game Hunting Area 38

has traditionally been closed to waterfowl hunting in all eight of the Rural Municipalities

inside Game Hunting Area38 (Manitoba Conservation,2002c). In 2003 and again in

2004, Manitoba Conservation approved the provisional opening of lirnited waterfowl

hunting in Game Hunting Area 38 in the Rural Municipalities of Rosser and Macdonald

respectively as part of the Waterfowl Crop Damage Prevention Program (Figure l).

However, the remaining six Rural Municipalities within Game Hunting Area 38 remain
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closed to waterfowl hunting, as well as the City of Winnipeg uncler a fireanns discharge

ordinance, By-La"v No. 2890/81 (City of Winnipeg, 2003). Additionally, of the eight

Rural Municipalities on the perimeter of Game Hunting Area 38 only the Rural

Municipalities of Macdonald (By-Law 23104), Rosser (By-Law 04/05) and Tache (By-

Law 32197) have no limitations or discharge ordinance against firing shotguns

(Macdonald Rural Municipality, 2006; Rosser Rural Municipality, 2006; Tache Rural

Municipality, 2006). Of the remaining 5, the Rural Municipalities of Springfreld (By-

Law 97103) and Richot (By-Law 24179) have discharge ordinances which limit the

discharge of shotguns and the Rural Municipalities of Headingly (By-Law 26195), West

St. Paul (By-Law lll99), and East St. Paul (By-Law 95189) have fireanns discharge

ordinances prohibiting the discharge of shotguns (East St. Paul Rural Municipality,2006;

Headingly Rural Municipality,2006; Ritchot Rural Municipality,2006;' Springfield Rural

Municipality, 2006; West St. Paul Rural Municipalily, 2006).

Figure 2. Shotgun discharge ordinances by Rural Municipaliry in the Greater Winnipeg Area.
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Additìonal features have also contributed to a reduction in hunting opportunities

in the GWA. The lack of public land surrounding the City of Winnipeg has reduced

hunter access as a trend towards giantisrn and colnmercial fanning has increased the

difficulty in securing pennission to hunt on private land (Carnpbell, 2003). The close

proxirnity of Oak Hamrnock Marsh to the City of Winnipeg has further reduced the

ability of hunters to access land in the GWA. Oak Hammock Marsh provides world class

waterfowl hunting opportunities and has become a destination spot for waterfowl hunters

from arouncl the world. As a result, private land surrounding Oak Harnrnock Marsh is

often leased by outfitters who pennit only a small number of hunters on leased land at

one time. Increased profit potential for landowners who allow hunter access has resulted

in the increased use of trespass fees, reducing hunting opportunities for those hunters

unwilling or unable to pay these fees.

3.15 Decoy Affect of Resident & Moult Migrant Canada geese

The fifth prominent attribute contributing to the increasing occurrence of Canada

geese in GWA is the decoy-affect created by resident geese occupying the City of

Winnipeg (Crisley et al., 1968; Kokel & Andrew,2002; Woronecki,1992). Resident

goose populations within the City of Winnipeg, just over 2,700 at the 2005 spring survey,

is relatively srnall cornpared to migrant populations traveling through the GWA along the

Mississippi Flyway corridor (Manitoba Conservation, 2005b). However, resident geese

contribute greatly to the total nurnber of geese in an urban centre through the decoy

affect, attracting migrant geese to the area (Barras & Wright, 2002; Connecticut, 1999;

conover & chasko, 1985; cooper, 1991; crisley et al., 1968; woronecki, lg92). The
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decoy-affect is cornpouncled as rnigrant geese staging in GWA typically return in

subsequent years, accompanied by offspring (Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

3.16 Ur-ban Planninf¿ - Stom Water Infrastructure

The final prominent attribute contributing to the number of Canada geese in the

GWA is the increased availability of attractive goose habitat in the City of Winnipeg.

The increased number of areas attractive to Canada geese in the GWA has occurred as a

result of conternporary urban planning trends in stonn water infrastructure and landscape

Íìanagement adopted by the City of Winnipeg (City of Winnipeg, 2001; Kokel &

Andrew, 2002; Smith et al., 1999). The City of Winnipeg's storm water infrastructure

attempts to lower over-land flood potential by collecting precipitation runoff in storm

water retention basins, allowing runoff to dissipate over a sustained tirne period in an

effort to remain within sewer capacity during periods of heavy precipitation (City of

Winnipeg, 2002a). In addition, the stonn water retention basin system reduces the cost

and quantity of water entering the City of Winnipeg sewer water treatment system by

draining captured runoff directly into the river basin (City of Winnipeg, 2002a).

The City of Winnipeg currently operates 75 storm water retention basins within

City limits and has an additional 85 storm water retention basins scheduled for future

installation (City of Winnipeg, 2001) (see Appendix A). During the fall migration these

storm water retention basins provide Canada geese an attractive resting and loafing area.

Migrant geese concentrate in these storm water retention basins and the agricultural

croplands in the GWA, resting and feeding on high carbohydrate energy-rich cereal

grains in preparation for the fall migration (Kokel & Andrew, 2002; M. Gillespie,

personal communicalion, 2004). Daily fall rnigration counts at Winnipeg stonn water
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retention basins, conducted by Manitoba Conservation, the City of Winnipeg, ancl the

Canadian Wildlife Serice, estirnated the peak population exceeded 165 000 individuals

in the fall of 2005 (Manitoba Conservation,2005). The fàll survey also demonstrates the

areas of highest goose concentrations are in the noÍhwest and southern portions of

Winnipeg, consistent with the greatest density of stonn water retention basins (Manitoba

Conservation, 1999 Manitoba Conservation, 2000; Manitoba Conservation, 2O0l;

Manitoba Conservation, 2002; Manitoba Consen¿ation, 2003; Manitoba Conservation,

2004; Manitoba Conservation, 2005; Manitoba Conservation, 2005b).

3.2 HUMAN/GOOSE CONFLICTS IN THE GWA

The prominent attributes of the GWA, outlined in the preceding section, are the

prirnary factors contributing to the increasing occurrence of Canada geese in the City of

Winnipeg. As the numbers of geese in the GWA has increased so too has the rate of

conflict between humans and geese when overlap occurs. Human/goose conflicts have

now expanded to all areas of Winnipeg and include a lange of conflicts. The following

provides a summary of reported hurnan/goose conflicts occurring in the GwA.

3.21 Degradation of GWA Green Spaces and Recreation Sites

The presence of Canada geese in Winnipeg green spaces and recreation sites is

increasingly resulting in the degradation of these areas. From 1993 to 2002 the Winnipeg

district office of Manitoba Conservation recorded a 400 percent increase in the number of

complaints by Winnipeg residents conceming the impact of Canada geese at Winnipeg

green spaces (Urban Goose Working Group, Unpublished Document,2004). Complaints

by Winnipeg residents concerning the irnpact of Canada geese include reduced
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recreational values, property damage, and health concerns for persons utilizing these

areas.

3.21a Reduced Recreational Values and Public Health Concents

The current number of Canada geese in the GWA during the fall rnigration gives

rise to public health concerns of pathogen transmission in the upland zone of stom water

retention basins at Winnipeg green spaces. Considering conflict levels of geese were

observed at 85 of 9l observation points throughout the City of Winnipeg in the fall 2005,

transmission of virulence pathogens to Winnipeg residents utilizing these areas is sure to

occur according to the previously cited research conducted by the USDA (Clark, 2003;

Manitoba Conservation, 2005). Large congregations of Canada geese in the GWA have

also forced the closure of recreation sites due to public health conceffìs. In the fall of

2003, administrators in River Park South School Division ternporarily canceled all

outdoor recesses. Administrators suspended outdoor activities in response to concems

expressed by parents over the presence of excessive goose feces on playground areas at

schools within the division (Urban Goose Working Group, Unpublished Document,

2004).

The current number of Canada geese in the GWA during the fall months also

gives rise to public health concerns for pathogen transmission in the wetland zones of

storm water retention basins at Winnipeg green spaces. The occurrence of geese in the

City of Winnipeg has demonstrated a positive correlation to pathogen counts within City

wetlands. In the fall of 2002, Manitoba Conservation tested water samples for the

presence of pathogens from three City of Winnipeg storm water retention basins, where

Canada geese numbers exceeded the humar/goose conflict threshold (Converse et al.,
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1999; Hailu et al., 2001;- Kullas er al., 2002; Manitoba Conseruation, 2002b, Wakelin ¿¡

al.,2003; Waldenstrom et al.,2003; Wittmann et al., 1998). From 2l August 2002

through 30 October 2002 weekly water tests were conducted at City of Winnipeg stonn

water retention basins, W3-04 on Garton Avenue, W3-09 on Foxwarren drive, and W3-

l1 on Inksbrook. Five random sarlples were drawn weekly from each pond cell and

analyzed for the presence of fecal colifonn bacteria (E. coli). Test results indicated the

presence of pathogenic E. coli in each of the three basins tested (Manitoba Conseruation,

2002b; Wakelin et al., 2003). At the peak of fall rnigration, mean E. coli counts were

over 60 percent higher than the recornmended maximum limits for non-consurnptive/non-

recreational water (Walkelin et al., 2003). The weekly mean pathogen count was

compared to the number of geese observed at each stonn water retention basin during the

same period (Figures 2,3, &. 4).

Winnipeg 2002 pond W3-11 Samples
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Figure 3. Comparison of Canada goose estimates & mean E. coli counts at W3-ll |n2002 (Manitoba
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Winnipeg 2002 Pond W3-09 Samples
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Figure 5. Comparison of Canada goose estimates & mean E. coli counts at W3-04 1n 2002 (Manitoba
Conservation ,2002b).

The results of thìs comparison demonstrate a positive correlation between E. coli levels

and the number of geese observed at each pond cell (Manitoba Conser-vati on, 2002b;

Wakelin et a1.,2003). Based upon these findings, over 50o/o of the storm water retention

basins in the City of Winnipeg which held >1000 Canada geese, comparable to the 3 cells
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consumptive/non-recreational water. Sirnilar pathogen increases have occumed in

recreational waterways of the GWA. In 1998, the presence of resident Canada geese in

Birds Hill Park, on the nofih eastern fringe of the GWA, forced park offìciaìs to close the

swimming and beach areas of the Park to all visitors. The resident population was the

suspected source of a large algae bloom and outbreak of swimmers-itch (Chistoson.re

cercarial dennatitis) at the park (Ednronton,2003; Ettl, 1993). Following the closure of

the swimming and beach area park attendance dropped substantially (Edrnonton, 2003).

3.21b Financial Losses Incurred by Recreation Areas

Increasingly, the presence of Canada geese at recreation sites in the GWA has

also resulted in economic losses to these locations. The 1998 algae bloom and swirnmers

itch outbreak at Birds Hill Park forced the expenditure of fiscal resources on treatments to

mitigate conflicts between park users and resident geese. In 1999 the park received close

to three million dollars for a variety of improvements including the installation of a pump

and aeration systems to flush the water in the swimrning area, as well as dredging the

lake bottom to remove goose feces (Edrnonton, 2003). In addition, the Park has also

incurred the cost of continued goose rnanagement programs including energy costs

associated with the operation of purnp and aeration systems, nightly irrigation of heavy

use areas by geese and the periodic replacement of sand in the beach area.

Golf courses in the GWA have also incurred economic costs as an artifact of

urban geese. Niakwa Golf and Country Club, in response to member complaints hired a

dog and handler Lohaze nuisance geese during the2004 golf season (R, Burke. Personal

communication, 2003). Mr. P. Reise, President of Meadows Golf and Country Club

claimed damages and lost revenue in excess of $100,000 in 2003 as a direct result of
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grazlng geese (P, Reise, personal communication, 2003). In 2003, Harbour View Golf

Course in a cost-shared agreement with Manitoba Conservation installed a raised wire

grid and perirneter fencing at two retention poncls to reduce the presence of Canacla geese

in response to visitor complaints and lost revenue (R. Bruce, personal communication,

20031- S. Read, personal communication, 2003).

3.22 Crop & Omamental Plant Depredation

Depredation of agricultural crops and ornamental plantings by Canada geese is

also a significant source of conflict between human and goose activities in the GWA.

Crop depredation represents a financial loss to Manitoba producers which the Province of

Manitoba compensates producers for under the Canada - Manitoba Waterfowl Crop

Damage Compensation Program (WCDCP). During the 1990's the Winnipeg district

office of Manitoba Conservation recorded a 300 percent increase in the number of crop

damage complaints by GWA producers (Manitoba Conservation, 2004b). During the

same period, the Province doubled its expenditure on prevention programs in an effort to

alleviate crop depredation. Since 1999,the Province of Manitoba, through the WCDCP,

has awarded Manitoba producers in excess of S500,000 annually in compensation

payouts for crop damages by waterfowl (Manitoba Conservation, 2004b). The region

with the largest concentration of payouts for crop depredation by waterfowl is in the areas

concentrated around Oak Hammock Marsh and the GWA (see Appendix B) (Urban

Goose Working Group, Unpublished Documenf,2004). Damage to ornamental plantings

represents a financial loss to land-owners for which no compensation program currently

exists. As such, no suürmary cost figures exist as to the financial loss of omamental
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plantings to waterfowl depredation; however, it is believed to be significant (M.

Gillespie, personal communication, 2003).

3.23 Bird Strikes at Winnipeg International Airport

Aircraft,/bird strikes represent the greatest potential for catastrophic consequences

in the conflict between humans and geese in the GWA (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). As

demonstrated at JFK Airport in New York State, the occurrence of bird strikes is

proportionate to the number of geese in the area surrounding airporl facilities

(MacKinnon, 1996). Both Transport Canada and the Federal Aviation Authority warn of

increasing bird strikes if urban goose populations are not managed near airport operations

(Barras & Wright, 2002; Chartier, 2002; MacKinnon, 1996). Both agencies also caution

the 1995 death of all24 passengers on a United States Air Force E3 Airborne Warning

and Control System aircraft which crashed after striking 13 Canada geese on take off

from Elmdorf, Alaska is indicative of the catastrophic potential of Canada geese near

airport facilities (Dolbeer et al., 1998; Eschenfelder, 2001; Kokel & Andrew, 2002;

MacKinnon, 1996).

Data collected by Transport Canada shows Winnipeg Intemational Airport as

having 341 reported bird strikes over the past l0 years, the fifth highest of commercial

airports in Canada (see Appendix C) (MacKinnon, 2003). The winnipeg Airport

Authority, through its Wildlife Management Program has initiated various treatments

methods including landscape rnodifications, hazing, water management, egg depredation,

turf managetnent, and nest shooting to reduce the number of geese at Winnipeg

International Airport (Winnipeg Airport Authority, 2002). The Winnipeg Airpofi

Authority Wildlife Managernent Program has achieved some level of success; the annual
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number of reported bird strikes at Winnipeg International Airport has been on a gradual

decline over the past five years (MacKinnon, 2003). However, the Winnipeg Airport

Authority - Wildlife Management Program has had little efïect on deterring or

controlling goose movetnent near or over airport facilities. An estimated 20,000-40,000

Canada geese continued to fly daily over or near the Winnipeg International Airport,

during the fall migrations of 2003, 2004 and 2005 (Manitoba Conservation, 2003c;

Manitoba Conservation,2004c;' Manitoba Conservation, 2005c). Additionally, if recent

predictions by both the USFWS and Winnipeg Airport Authority are accurate, this

gradual decline will likely be reversed within l0 years (MacKinnon, 1996). According to

the USFWS the population of Canada geese in the Mississippi Flyr,vay is expected to

increase 50 percent over the next 10 years (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Sirnilarly, the

Winnipeg Airport Authority also anticipates a substantial increase in the number of air-

movements at Winnipeg International Airport over the same period of time (Urban Goose

'Working Group, Unpublished Report, 2004) (see Appendix D). An increase in both the

number of air-movements at Winnipeg International Airport and goose populations

traveling through the GWA will likely result in an increase, similar to those occurring at

JFK Airport, in the number of bird strikes with geese occurring at Winnipeg International

Airport (Barras & Wright, 2002; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; MacKinnon,1996).

As illustrated in this chapter the issue of Canada geese in the GWA is both similar

and unique to human/goose conflicts occurring else where in Canada and the US. The

main similarity between the GWA and the typical urban goose issue is the nature of

conflicts associated with the presence of Canada geese in urban areas. However, the

duration and magnitude of Canada geese and associated human/goose conflicts in the
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GWA is relatively unique in North America (Manitoba Conservation, 1999; Manitoba

Conselation, 2000; Manitoba Conservation, 2001, Manitoba Conseruation, 2002,

Manitoba Conservation, 2003; Manitoba Conservation, 2004; Manitoba Conservation,

2005). As noted earlier in the chapter, rnigrant populations are the predominate segment

of Canada geese in the GWA. As a result, the occupation of the GWA by these

populations and the associated conflicts is generally limited to the migration periods.

This feature presents a unique challenge and opporlunity for management strategies and

tactics not present in most urban goose conflicts which typically involve relatively small

numbers of resident geese spending the rnajority of the year, in many cases the entire

year, within an urban centre. This factor plays a pivotal role in the selection of treatment

methods, summarized in the following chapter, in the development of the GWA-CGMP

proposed in Chapter five.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Residen tlIJ rban Canada Go o s e Manasement

As evidenced in the preceding chapter on the Norlh American and GWA human/goose

conflicts a positive relationship exists between the number of geese and the occurrence of

conflict between human and goose activities where overlap occurs (Christens et at., 1995

Dolbeer et al., 1998; Kokel & Andrew, 2002; MacKinnon, 1996). This positive

relationship demands a reduction in the number of Canada geese at conflict sites to

affectively reduce the rate of conflict (Ettl, 1993; Kokel & Andrew,2002, Smith et al.,

1999). A range of management techniques have been developed in Canada and the US

which have achieved a measured reduction in the number of Canada geese at treatment

sites.

4.I CANADA GOOSE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

The following summary of management techniques includes a variety of feasible

and proven methods of reducing and/or preventing goose damage with minimal negative

impacts on the environment, humans and other species (Kokel & Andrew, 2004). The

management treatments are ca|egonzed into either short or long tenn treatments, based

on the duration of effectiveness (Cooper,1997).
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Short-term Treatment Methods

Short-term treatments are typically non-lethal and generally result in sorne level

of initial success (Cooper, 1997). They can be categorized into one of three types,

deterrent, hazing or repellent.

4.lla Delerrents

Visual deterrents are the most commonly used deterrent in managing urban

Canada geese (Srnith et al., 1999). They work by initiating the predator flight response in

geese, resulting in the abandonment of treatment areas (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Visual

deterrents have an advantage over other deterrents by being a relatively inexpensive and

portable treatment, nonnally unobtrusive to urban residents (Smith et al., 1999). The

most commonly used visual deterrents are flags, balloons, scarecrows, and decoys. Flags

are generally constructed by attaching reflective tape or panels, typically Mylar, to either

posts or other fìxed objects at the treatment site. Both the movement and reflection of the

flag material is designed to initiate the predator flight response (Heinrich & Craven,

1990; Smith et al., 1999). Balloons or kites with large eyes painted on their surface, in

elevated locations, work by imitating large birds of prey to initiate the predator flight

response (Kokel & Andrew,2002; Smith et al., 1999). Scarecrows are visual deterrents

which dissuade geese fiom an area by replicating the human form. The last commonly

utilized visual deterrent is a life-like decoy imitating either a predator or deceased goose

to initiate the flight response and abandonment of the treatment area. (Shilts, 1998).

Trained dogs and birds of prey are another commonly used deterrent treatment for

managing urban geese. These natural predators of Canada geese are trained to pursue

stationary geese to initiate the flight response or deter in flight geese from accessing
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treatment areas (Conover & Chasko, 1985; Woodruff & Green, 1995). Birds of prey and

dogs can be an effective deterrent over a large treatrnent area (Cleary, 1994; Dornbush e¡

al., 1996).

Discontinuance or banning of hand feeding waterfowl by recreationists is the last

commonlyused deterent treatment (Cleary, 1994; Dornbush ¿¡ al., 1996). The passage

of a bylaw banning hand feeding of waterfowl combined with enforcement and

educational signage creates an additive affect when utilizing the three methods in concert

(Chartier, 2002). Additionally, aversion therapy can also create an additive affect when

used in conjunction with a feeding ban by conditioning geese to avoid hand outs from

people by feeding geese bread treated with a chernical repellant (Gosser & Conover,

re9e).

4.llb Hazing

Hazing techniques are another commonly used short-term urban goose

management treatment. Similar to deterrent treatments, hazing treatments cause geese to

abandon a treatment site by initiating the predator flight response (Cleary, 1994; Kokel &

Andrew, 2002). Hazing is typically preformed with pyrotechnics and can be conducted

without a federal pennit in Canada or the US. However, hazing treatments may be

subject to either rnunicipal noise bylaws or federal/municipal fireanns regulations.

The two most commonly used methods of hazing are propane bangers and self

propelled cracker or screamer shells. These treatments work by irnitating hunting

pressure to initiate the flight response. Propane bangers are typically used in large areas

and have an effective range up to 20 ha (Smith et al., 1999). Bangers can be programmed

to fire either randomly or at specified periods and do not require an operator. Screamers
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shells are projectiles that emit a whistle ancl explosion, sirnilar to a firecracker, at the end

of its travel. Screamers are typically launched from a specialized pistol and travel a

distance of 20-30rn. Crackers shells are projectiles similar to screamers but are launched

from a conventional 12 gauge shotgun and travel up to l00m (Agullera et at., 1991;

Smith eî al., 1999). Aguilera et al., 1991, found both screamer and cracker shells

effective at reducing both migrant and resident geese from treatment areas. A lesser used

hazing device is an electronic distress call. Recordings of goose distress calls can be

played through a loud speaker to cause geese to abandon a treatment site by rnimicking

alarms calls from a flock of geese (Mott & Timbrook, 1988).

A.llc Repellants

A third shorl-term management treatment is chemical repellants. A number of

non-toxic chemical repellants have been developed to reduce feeding opportunities of

Canada geese in urban areas. Chemical repellants, excluding lime, have an advantage

over other sholt-term treatments of leaving neither an acoustic nor visual trace.

Repellents which have demonstrated a reduction of urban geese at treatment sites include

diethyl anthranilate (DMA), methyl anthranilate (MA), anthraquinone, methiocarb, and

lirne (Belant et al., 1997; conover, 1985; conover, 1989; cummings et al., l99l;

Cummings et al., 1992; Cumrnings et al., 1995; Dolbeer et al., 1998 Glahn et al., 1989).

These chemical repellents require ingestion by geese to be an effective treatment and may

require federal approval prior to its application.

Grass treated with methiocarb is the most effective chemical repellant (Conover,

1985; Cummings et al., l99l; Curnrnings et al., 1992). Field studies by Conover (1985)

demonstrated a 7l percent reduction in the number of geese feeding on treated lawns.
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Methiocarb was effective for 56 days despite the grass being cut and watered during the

study period (Conover, 1985). However, methiocarb has only been approved for

experimental use as a goose repellant in Canada and the US (Conover, 1985; Conover,

1989; Srnith et al., 1999).

DMA is a non-toxic, bio-degradable, human safe, federally approved food

aclditive which has demonstrated an effective repellency of Canada geese. It is the

second rnost effective chemical repellant, producing a 96 percent reduction in the number

of geese at treatment sites (Curnmings et al., 1991; Cummings et al., l9g2). However,

the effectiveness of DMA falls to 50 percent within 28 days and is only approved in the

us for use as an avian repellant (cummings et al., 1991; cumrnings et al., 1992).

MA is also a non-toxic, bio-degradable, human safe, federally approved food

additive (Cummings et al., 1991; Cummings et al., 1992). MA is the third most effective

chernical goose repellant which has proved to be an effective repellant for up to four days

(cumrnings et al., 1992; cummings et al., 1992). However, its low cost, one fifth the

cost of DMA, allows for repeated applications to achieve performance levels similar to

DMA at comparable treatment costs (Conover & Chasko, 1985; Cummings et al., l99l).

Currently MA is marketed under the brand name Rejex-It and is an approved avian

repellant in both Canada and the US (Belant et al., 1997; Cummings e/ al., l99l).

Anthraquinone, tnarketed under the brand name, Flight Conrrol (FC) is a

federally approved chemical goose repellant. FC's advantage over other repellents is that

it has a lower toxicity then DMA or MA (Dolbeer et al., 1998). However, similar to MA,

FC's effective repellency is limited to four days (Dolb eer et al., I99B).
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Finally, lime can be used as an effective chemical goose repellant. Lime is

routinely used by the agriculture industry to increase the PH level of soils and does not

pose a safety hazard to hurnans when used. Lime's greatest advantage is that treatment

costs are the lowest of any chemical repellent, one third the cost of MA the next lowest

cost repellant (Belant et al., l99l). Lime has an effective repellency rate of 77 percent

for up to four days and is approved for use on turf in both Canada and the US (Belant er

al., 1997). However, its use on golf courses or parks may be limited as it turns treated

turf grey in color.

4.r2 Lons-Term Treatment Methods

Long-tenn treatments are generally lethal and typically provide long-term goose

management by stabilizing populations at desired levels. A number of treatments fall

into this category, including contraception, habitat rnodification, egg depredation,

translocation, and harvest/take.

4.12a Coníraceplion

One long-term method of urban goose managernent being developed is

contraception. The development of birth control methods came in response to demands

for non-lethal long-term methods of population control, as well as the decreasing number

of locations willing to accept translocated geese (Hundgen et a\.,2000; Kokel & Andrew,

2002). Currently, no pharmaceutical contraceptives have been approved for use on

Canada geese in Canada or the US, however, surgical sterilization is an approved method

of controlling reproduction and provides long-term management by limiting recruitment

and stabilizing goose populations at desired levels (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). There are a

number of benefits to surgical sterilization, typically vasectomies, including a high
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success rate ranging fonn 88 -100 percent on treated males (Converse & Kennely,1994;

Hundgen et al., 2000). In addition, sterile males continue to maintain both pair bonds

and yearly nest attempts despite previous reproductive failures (Converse & Kennelly,

1994; Hundgen et al.,2000).ln areas with limited nesting sites, treated males will often

prevent new breeding pairs from establishing nests (Hundgen et a\.,2000). The total cost

for the vasectomy procedure is in excess of SlOOUSD/bird when all associated costs are

included in the calculation (Converse & Kennelly, 1994; Keefe, 1996).

4.t2b Habitat Modifications

A second long-term management treatment is habitat modifications. This

technique requires the rnanipulation of urban landscapes to decrease the qualities

attractive to geese, facilitating a long-tenn reduction of Canada geese at treatment sites

(Smith et al., 1999). There are four types of habitat modifications which can be used to

achieve this goal.

The first type of habitat rnodifications is the reduction of attractive nest sites in

urban and near urban areas. One method of reducing attractive nest sites is the

elimination of islands, the preferred nesting area of Canada geese (Conover & Chasko,

1985; Gosser & Conover, 1999). This treatment can be accomplished by eitherraising

water levels to submerge island structures or drawing down levels until the island joins

the mainland. The advantage of this treatment is that it forces geese to either abandon the

area completely or re-nest on the mainland where ease of access permits additional

treatments and increases the chance of egg depredation by natural predators (Gosser &

Conover, 1999). A second method of reducing attractive nest sites is the removal of

afüficial nesting structures. Historically private citizen's, wildlife associations, and
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government agencies placed nesting structures along waterways to increase nest success

by lorvering egg depredation (Srnith et al., 1999). The removal of these structures

provides an immediate reduction of attractive nesting sites in urban centres.

The second type of habitat modifications is the reduction of attractive forage areas

in urban centres. One method is the utilization of turf management programs which

reduce the availability of preferred forage in urban green spaces (Cleary, 1994, Conover,

1992; Conover & Kania, 1991; Dornbush e/ al., 1996; Kokel & Andrew,2002). The

availability of preferred forage, young grass shoots, can be decreased by rnaintaining

lawn heights above l3cm and elirninating the use of irrigation and fefülizer. This

treatment reduces both the production of and access to young gtass shoots in urban areas

(Conover, 1992; Dornbush et al., 1996;MacKinnon, 1999; Srrith et al., 1999). A

second method of reducing the availability of preferred forage types in urban areas is the

installation of unpalatable ground cover such as Tall fescue (Festuca arttndinacea),

Japanese pachysandra (Pachysandra terminalis), common periwinkle (Vinca minor), or

English lvy (Hedera helix) (cleary, 1994; conover, 1992; Conover & Kania, l99l

Dombush et a|.,2002; MacKinnon,1999). The effectiveness of treatments which reduce

the availability of attractive forage areas can be increased when combined with the

installation of a lure crop at an acceptable site, creating an additive effect between the

two treatments (Cleary,1994; Conover, 1985; MacKinnon, 1999).

The third type of habitat rnodifications is the exclusion of geese frorn riparian

areas of urban centres. One method of exclusion is allowing pond cells to freeze as early

as possible (Cleary, 1994). Devices such as aerators, pumps, or fountains which inhibit

freezing should be removed in anticipation of early cell freeze up (Cleary, 1994; Smith e¡
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(11., 1998). Allowing cells to freeze over as early as possible can initiate the fall

rnigration which rnay be clelayed if cells remain artifìcially open (Ankney, 1996; Belant

et al., 1991). A second method of exclusion is the installation of trees with a dense

canopy at pond sites, increasing the descent/ascent fìight angle to the cell surface. This

treatment impedes the Canada goose's preferred method of accessing feeding and loafìng

areas by landing first on the adjacent water body and entering the area by foot (Conover

& Kania, l99l). Trees must be planted in close proxirnity to a water body to create a

descent/ascent angle of >l3n to effectively exclude geese frorn accessing the water

surface on the wing (Conover & Kania, l99l ; Dornbush e¡ at., 1996). A third method of

exclusion is the installation of a raised grid above the waters surface (Cleary, 1994;

Kokel & Andrew,2002). Similar to increasing ascent/descent angles, a raised grid

prevents geese from accessing the water surface on the wing. The effectiveness of a grid

system can be increased with the installation of a barrier fence along the perirneter of the

cell, preventing access to the cell from the upland area. A fourth method of exclusion is

the placement of floating balls on a pond cell, covering the entire water surface. Similar

to a raised grid treatrnent, floating balls work by forming a barrier to the water surface.

This technique is typically ernployed in areas where little concem for aesthetics is present

(Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Smith et al., 1999).

The fourth type of habitat modification is intended to intemrpt sightlines in urban

green spaces (Gosser eî al., 1997). Canada geese typically avoid areas where the ability

to see approaching predators from <9m occurs (Conover, 1992; Conover & Kania, 1991).

The installation of a physical barrier, of sufficient height, blocks sightlines as well as

irnpedes the ability of geese to move between the upland and wetland zones by foot
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(conover, 1992;Dornbusli e/ al., 1996; Gosser et al., 1997 MacKinnon, 1999; smith el

al., 1999). Bariers can be constructecl from either natural or conventional building

materials (Srnith et al., 1999). A conventional fènce should be a minimum of lrn tall and

have a picket spacing no greater then l0cm (cleary, 1994; Smith et al., l99g).

Vegetation bariers in either the upland or r.vetland zones should be dense enough to

obstruct sightlines as well as prevent geese from moving through the barrier (Conover,

1992;MacKinnon, 1999, Smith et al., 1999). Large rocks can also be utilized as barriers,

often providing a more esthetically appealing barrier (Kokel & Andrew, 2002, Smith ¿r

al., 1999).

4.12c Egg Depredaîion

A third long-tenn management treatrnent is egg depredation. This treatment

provides long-term management of Canada goose populations by lirniting recruitment

and stabilizing population levels. Egg depredation is the intemrption of embryos and is

accomplished through a variety of techniques. One method of egg depredation is

addling, the vigorous shaking of an egg until the embryo is destroyed. Addled eggs must

be returned to the nest to facilitate continued incubation, ensuring the mating pair does

not attempt to re-nest in response to egg removal (Christens et al., 1995; Cleary, 1994;

Smith et al., lggg). A second lnethod of egg depredation is puncturing an egg with a

long needle or spike after incubation has been initiated. The purpose of puncturing the

egg is to introduce bacteria and to destroy the ernbryo through the twisting action of the

needle (Smith et al., 1999). Again, treated eggs must be returned to the nest to promote

continued incubation and to deter re-nesting attempts. A third method of egg depredation

is the application of a mineral oil to the exterior surface of an egg (Christens & Blokpoel,
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1991; Christens er al., 1995; Srnith et al., 1999). Application of mineral oil, over rhe

entire surface of the egg, blocks the pores of the egg and results in the disruption of the

ernbryo due to asphyxiation (Blokpoel & Hamilton, 1989; Christens & Blokpoel, 1991;

Christens eÍ al., 1995). As with the first two techniques, treated eggs rnust remain in the

nest to encourage incubation (Chdstens et al., 1995; Cleary, 1994; Smith et al., 1999).

The fìnal rnethod of egg depredation is the removal of eggs for destruction at an offsite

location. Dummy eggs replace the removed eggs in the nest to ensure continued

incubation and prevent re-nesting effofts (Christens et al., 1995; Cleary, 1994; Smith e¡

al., 1999).

4.12d Translocalion

Translocation is the forth long-tenn goose management treatment. Translocation

allows specihc populations to be targeted for management and provides an immediate

reduction of nuisance geese at the treatment sites (Cooper,1991, Cooper & Keefe, 1997;

Smith, 1996). Typically, flightless geese are captured during the molt period either

through netting or sedation (Belant & Seamens, 1997; Cleary, 1994). Captureo geese are

then transported to a release site willing to accept the birds (Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

Cooper & Keefe (1997) determined translocation success rates, as measured by the

number of translocated birds returning to the capture site following release, is largely

dependant on the age ofcaptured birds and ranges from 20-80 percent.

4.12e Hat'vest/Take

The fifth long-term Canada goose management technique is harvest/take.

Harvesting geese provides imrnediate and long-tenn urban goose management, lowering

treated populations to desired levels. Increasing the mortality of adult geese in urban
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flocks is nine to l5 times more effective at rnanaging urban geese then any other short or

long-tenn treatment (Ankney, 1996; Ettl, 1993). In addition, all han¿est programs

províde the most irnmediate method of dispersing geese from a conflict area (Ankney,

1996). A range of harvest proglams have been developed to manage Canada geese.

One harvest prograrn is the regular hunting season, the historical method of

regulating Canada goose populations in Canacla and the US (Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

'Wildlife managers can adapt harvest rates by changing season length, bag lirnits, and

season dates (Harvey et al., 1995; PA Garne,2002). An additional advantage of the

regularhunting season is it provides the most cost effective method of managing Canada

goose populations (Kokel & Andrew, 2002; PA Game, 2002; Srnith et at., 1999).

A second harvest program is the special hunting season. In 1998 the North

American Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP) was aûtended to include special

goose hunting seasons in an attempt to increase harvest opporlunities for snow (Chen

caerulescers) and Canada geese (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Special hunting seasons

typically occur prior to and/or following the rnigration period in an effort to increase the

harvest of resident geese while lowering the harvest of rnigrant geese (Kokel & Andrew,

2002; Leafloor et al., 1996; Lindberg & Malecki,1994; Schultz et al.,l9B8; Smith et al.,

1999). To further increase harvest rates of resident geese, special hunting seasons often

include regulation changes permitting the use of electronic calls, increased bag limits

and/or the elimination of shotgun plug restrictions (Kokel & Andrew,2002; Smith et al.,

1999). Similar to the regular hunting season, special hunting seasons has the added

advantage of providing the most cost effective rnethod of managing Canada goose

populations.
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A third harvest program is the limited entry hunt. An advantage of a lirnited entry

liunt is it provides wildlife agencies the ability to target specific populations of geese at a

conflict sites (Conover & Kania, 1991;Kokel & Andrerv,2002). These hunts typically

occur at sites where hunting is not permitted, such as golf courses, industrial parks, water

treatment plants, or energy providers and provide a cost effective method of rnanaging

urban geese (Ankney, 1996; Belant et al., 1997; Conover & Kania, l99l; Leafìoor et al.,

1996; Lindberg & Malecki, 1994; Schultz et al., 1988).

The final harvest program occurs under pennission of a special kill pennit issued

by the CWS or USFWS (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). The advantage of kill pennits is the

ability to depopulate a specifì c area. Kill pennits are typically issued for areas where an

irnmediate reduction in the number of geese is required. These areas are generally high

risk sites where the presence of geese pose an immediate danger or low risk sites where a

limited entry hunt is not practical or desired. At high risk sites such as airport facilities,

the harvest method typically used is nest shooting. At low risk sites geese are typically

collected during the molt and sent to an abattoir for inspection and processing prior to

donation to local food banks (Cooper, 1997). In the US where this rnethod is

increasingly comlnon, federal law requires food products intended for donation to food

banks be inspected and approved safe for human consumption prior to donation (Kokel &

Andrew, 2002).

4.2 EVOLUTION OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

As evidenced in the preceding summary of urban goose management techniques a

wide range of long and short-tenn treatments are available to wildlife managers.

However, the selection of treatment methods for use at specific sites requires more of
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responsible agencies then the simple selection of treatments to reduce the greatest number

of birds. The selection of treatments appropriate for a specific conflict is dictatecl by the

desired outcome of the action and the objectives of the management plan. Conternporaly

management planning is increasingly involved in cornplex issues, occun-ing within social

and ecological systerns which are nonlinear and highly dyrarnic (Riley et al., 2003). As

the cornplexity of wildlife management issues have evolved over the past 50 years, so too

has the resource management model.

Historically, wildlife management principally dealt with the regulation and

husbandry of mammal and bird populations hunted for spor1. Management actions were

undertaken for the benefit of people, predominately consurnptive users (Bolen &.

Robinson, 2003; Decker et al., 1996; Riley et al., 2003). Management iniriatives

reflected the popular philosophy of conservation, a lnanagement of wise use and the

production of commodities from the resource, achieving this objective by focusing on

manipulation of ecological and biological inputs and the resulting outcomes ÍÌom

managelnent decisions (Decker et al., 1996; Ewert,1996 Riley et al., 2003; Wittman e¡

al., 1998). However, in the 1950's modem resource management began to evolve in

response to the emergence of new stakeholders and competing attitudes towards wildlife

and its management (Bolen & Robinson,2003; Riley et a\.,2003).

4.21 Increased Stakeholders in Resource Manaqement

The first stakeholder valuations incorporated into the modern resource

management model were those of consumptive user groups (Riley et al., 2003). In the

years that followed the first inclusion of consumptive stakeholder valuations in resource

decisions a variety of new stakeholder groups emerged, demanding inclusion of new
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valuations in the management process. Decker et al., (1996) identified the four

stakeholder types recognized in the contemporary resource management rnodel. First,

pttblic fficial stakeholders are representatives of provincial/state, fecleral or rnunicipal

resource agencies charged with rnanaging natural resources. Second, Iongstanding

tlortgovernntental organizatioru stakeholders are organizations such as the Winnipeg

Humane Society, Ducks Unlimited Canada or the Manitoba Wildlife Fecleration that are

commonly formed around beliefs or valuations relative to resource management. Third,

citizen action stakeholders are organized groups which develop out of a concern for a

particular resource conflict or issue and typically disband following the resolution of the

issue. Fourth, grassroots stakeholders are individuals who desire a voice fbr their

opinion, belief, taxpaying status, knowledge, or perceived threat to well being by

resource decisions. Grassroots stakeholders are not generally organized nor do they have

formal representation, however, they can be highly visible and vocal in issues of their

concern.

Ewert (1996) attributes the evolution of the resource management model towards

gteater participation by a variety of stakeholder groups to three sociological changes

occurring during the same period. First, an increased level of awareness by the general

public regarding natural resources issues. Second, an increased valuation of non-

comrnodity outputs of the natural environment. Third, a growing reluctance by the

general public in Canada and the US to automatically accept an absolute authority of

natural resource agencies in deciding how resources are to be managed or utilized. These

sociological changes compel contemporary resource management adhere to a mixed

value rnodel that integrates ecological, political, economic, and sociocultural valuations
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into decision making that creates goals for natural resources and initiates actions to

achieve thern (Brown & Manfredo, 1987; Decker et al., 1996; Krueger et al., 1986). The

evolution of resource management forces responsible agencies to reconcile management

programs with a variety of stakeholders with diverse and often divergent valuations

towards the resource in question.

4.22 Stakeholder Valuations - Human Dirnensions of Wildlife Management

The increased dernand by competing stakeholders, for recognition and

participation in the wildlife management model, was the precipitating factor behind the

development of an accurate measure of stakeholder attitudes. The lneasure developed to

meet this demand is Human Dimensions research. Human Dimension research in natural

resource management is a scientifically valid method of predictive modeling of

stakeholder attitudes. Attitudes aÍe, "a learned disposition to respond in a consistently

favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to a given object" (Fishbein &. Azjen,1975

pp. l0). Human Dimensions research into stakeholders' attitudes is therefore an

investigation which attempts to describe, predict, understand, and affect human thought

and action toward natural environments and to acquire such understanding for the

prirnary purpose of improving stewardship of natural resources (Carnpbell & MacKay,

2003; Decker et al., 1996; Ewert, 1996; Fishbein & Azjen,1975).

The role of Human Dimension research is significant in contemporary wildlife

management when it is recognized that any management action in almost every

management program will have an impact of some type or degree on people in some

Ílanner (Decker et al., 1996; Riley et a1.,2003). This is especially true of urban

human/wildlife conflicts which are generally location-specific and often, at a community
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level, expectant of tailored solutions to theunique attributes of the conflict as opposed to

the traditional coarse filter of broad, province-wide regulation and policy (Schusler er al.,

2000). However, most communities are rarely homogenous, having a range of

stakeholders with diverse conflict acceptance capacities and attitudes towards

manageûìent methods with a potential to polarize the community. Tailored responses to

specific conflicts are dependant on accurate human dimension assessment to overcome

the increased potential for controversy because of a diversity of valuations associated

with the decision making process.

Human Diniension research ensures all stakeholders valuations are recognized

and that their stake and reason for participation in the process is articulated and

comprehended by other the stakeholders (Manfledo et a\.,1996). It facilitates awareness

and understanding of stakeholder values regarding natural resources, irnproves

communication with the stakeholders on natural resource issues. and predicts the social

impacts of natural resource decisions. Accurate Human Dimension research allows

managers to identify cornpeting valuations that may lead to conflict between stakeholders

over management treatments or strategies and helps to create an understanding that

decisions were arrived at fairly by stakeholders with an exchange analysis that lead to a

program of acceptable compromise (Berryman, 1987; Decker et al., 1996; Ewert, 1996;

Sample, 1990). Management decisions fonnulated through stakeholder participation are

more likely to be maintained because of higher support and ownership by stakeholders

(Gregory, 2000; Riley et a1.,2003). In addition, Human Dimensions research is critical

to successful communication and education. In some instances, citizen action and

grassroots stakeholders may not have the perspective or knowledge to make well-founded
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judgments on natural resource issues (Lauber et a1.,2002). The quality of management

programs rnay be diminished if responsible agencies simply adopt programs according to

what stakeholders'desire based on their ljmited experience (Lauber & Knuth, 1998;

Loker et al., 1998). It is therefore argued by a variety of authors, that when citizen action

and grassroots stakeholders participate in decision making, education plays a vital role

(Bath, 1989; Duda& case, 1996; Maguireet al., 1997; Smith & vickerïnan, 1997 yan

Ryn, 1997). Education allows citizen action and grassroots stakeholders to participate

more effectively by encouraging critical discourse, developing an understanding and

judgment on public policy, and contributing to informed consent (Boggs, 1991).

However, education programs must not be misinterpreted as advancing an agencies view

or particular agenda. Rather, education progralns provide an opportunity to assist

stakeholders in making infonned decisions based on their analysis of the issue (House,

1981).

4.3 RESIDNT/URBAN GOOSE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN NORTH

AMERICA

A number of contemporary management plans have been developed by agencies

responding to increasing human/goose conflicts occurring within their jurisdiction. The

remainder of this chapter will examine contemporary urban/resident goose management

at the Flyway and local GWA level.

4.31 Background, Authority & Responsibility for Canada goose Management

Canada Geese in North America are an intemational resource, federally protected

by the 1916 Migratory Bird Convention Treaty (MBCT) between Canada and the US.

All rnanagement programs must adhere to the guidelines framed in this treaty goveming
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Canada geese. Within Canada the goveniing authority for regulating and enforcing the

MBCT is Environment Canada through the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS), under

Canada's l9l8 (arnended in 1999) proclarnation of the Migratory Birds Convention Act

(MBCA) (Nelson & Bartolek, 1990). Each province within Canada has also been grantecl

a level of regulatory authority over migratory birds through the Province's respective

natural resources transfer agreement from Canada and the Wildlife Act of each Province.

In Manitoba the regulatory authority of the Province is derived from the 1930 Manitoba

Natural Resources Transfer Act, as well as Manitoba's, Wildlìfe Act, C.C.S.M. c. W130.

The I I subspecies of Canada geese recognized in the North American Waterfowl

Managernent Plan are divided into 19 management populations reflecting their

geographic distribution (Rusch et al., 1995). The management of these populations

occurs at the fly*uy level through each of the respective Flyway Councils. First

introduced by Lincoln (1935) and later adopted by the CWS and USFWS in 1948,

member provinces and states from each of the four Flyways including the Atlantic,

Mississippi, Central and Pacific Fl1.ways, work with and make recommendations to the

CWS and USFWS through the Flyway Council to manage rnigratory birds, including

canada geese, occurring within their geographic areas (Kokel & Andrew, z00z\.

4.32 Flyway Management of Resident Canada geese

In response to the gtowing conflicts between humans and geese within each of the

four Flyways, each Council drafted a resident goose management plan to mitigate these

conflicts. The four management plans provide the framework for member provinces and

states to operate under when initiating resident goose management within their
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jurisdiction. Table 2 is a sumrnary of the four Fly'way's resident geese management plans

outlined in tlie following sections, 3.32a, 332b, 3.32c, and 3.32d.

Table 2. Flyrvay management plans of residenlurban geese (Kokel & Andrerv, 2002)

Atlantrc I lÏ$'aì, Mississippi Fl¡,rva1' Central l l¡,n'ay râcrIlc ì t\'ìr'av

Plan Inception 1 99{ 1 99( 200( 200

\4anagement Goal )ptimal balance between

nsitive values and conflicls

Provide maximum

recreational oppurtun ities

consistent with social

responsibility

Achieve maximum benefìt

from resident geese while

minimizing human/goose

confilcts

0ptimized recreational

opportunity and reduced

depredation and nuisance

pr00rems

Population 0bjective 650,00( 1,000,00( No single objective 1 15,00(

Current Population:

2001-2003 Average
1,410,00( 1,440,00( 871,471 lt l.cco

Primary Trealmenl

Methods

ìegular, Limited Entry &

ìpecial Hunting Season

Regular & Special Hunting

SEASONS

Regular hunting season Regular hunting season

Jrban Treatment

Vlethods

ntegrated approach

'eflecting site attributes at

he discretion of

yovincial/state agencies

Integrated lelhal and non-

lethal approach. Reflecting

site atlributes and

provincial/state agencies

hazing, repellents, egg

depredation, translocation,

special hunting seasons,

habitat modifìcations, kill

normilc

Kill Permits and

treatments which reflect

the nature of the conflict

site

-Bl
eeding population indicies (Subcommittee on Rocky Mountain Canada Geese, 20001

4.32a Atlantic Flyway Resident goose Managentent Plan

In response to growing human/goose conflicts within the Atlantic Flyway, the

Flyway Council drafted a resident goose management plan in 1999 (Atlantic Flyway

Council, 1999).

History

By the end of the l gtr' century the original resident geese of the Atlantic Flyr,vay

were extirpated as a result of unregulated market hunting. However, early in the 20th

century the current resident population was initiated by individuals releasing captive

birds throughout the Flyway. Additional flocks of geese were released by individuals

when new hunting regulations in 1935 prohibited the use of live decoys. Wildlife

agencies in the Flyway were also actively involved in restoration efforts from the 1950 -
1980's, predominantly through stocking and relocation programs. By 1990, the majority
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of programs were discontinued as the restoration effort had been highly successful in

establishing resident Canada geese throughout much of the Flyrvay. In the decacle that

followed, resident geese became the most abundant goose population within the Flyway

and prompted the Council to create the Atlantic Flyway Resident Goose Management

Plan (AFMP) (Atlantic Flyr,vay Council, 1999).

Management PIan Goal

The AFMP goal is to, "manage resident Canada goose populations in the Atlantic

Flyway to achieve an optimal balance between the positive values and conflicts

associated with these birds" (Kokel & Andrew, 2002 pp.20).

Popnlation Objective

The population objective of the AFMP is to reduce the number of resident Canada

geese to 650,000 by 2005 frorn the 2001-03 spring average of 1.41 million individuals

(Atlantic Flyway Council, 1999; Moser &Caswell, 2003). The population objective of

the AFMP is the sum of all population objectives from each of the individual provinces

and states within the Flyway. Population objectives are reviewed periodically by the

Council to determine whether adjustments are required to reflect changes in damage

levels, public input, population levels, or other factors in the resident goose conflict

(Atlantic Flyway Council, 1999).

Harvest Management

The primary objective of the AFMP is to maximize appreciation and use of

resident geese, consistent with migrant population objectives within the Flyway.

Accordingly, member provinces and states within the Flyway attempt to reduce the

harvest of unintended goose populations by employing flexible hunting regulations and
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conducting hunts in areas not typically utilized by rnigrant geese (Atlantic Flyway

Council, 1999).

Dantage Relief and Nuisance Control

The Flyway permits a wide range of effective rnanagement methods to reduce the

conflict and damage resulting from resident geese. The prirnary management technique

selected by the Council is sport hunting; however, the Council admits that its use may no

always be applicable, especially in urban conflicts. Consequently, the Flyway endorses

an integrated approach, including a range of lethal and non-lethal niethods when required

by the attributes of a specific conflict.

4.32b Mississippi Flyway ResÌdent goose Managerne,t pra,

In response to growing hurnan/goose conflicts within the Mississippi Flyway, the

Flyrvay Council drafted a resident goose management plan in 1996 (Giant Canada Goose

Committee, 1996).

Hislory

Historically, giant Canada geese (8. c. maxima) were prevalent through out the

upper Midwest region of the Flyway when Europeans first settled in the area. By the

1930's wetland destruction and unregulated hunting resulted in the disappearance of

resident Canada geese from much of their historic range within the Flyway (Kokel &

Andrew, 2002). Near the same time, prohibitions against the use of live decoys for

hunting resulted in efforts in Ontario, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota to establish

self-sustaining, free-flying flocks fiom the release of captive geese. Between the 1940's

and 1970's, provincial and state agencies in Manitoba, Ontario, Minnesota, Missouri,

Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Tennessee, Alabama, Arkansas and
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Kentucky also par-ticipated in restoration programs to establish local flocks of Canada

geese. By 1996, the Flyway Council drafted a resident goose management plan in

respotlse to the rapid growth of resident geese and corresponding human/goose conflicts

tlrroughout the Flyway (Giant Canada Goose Committee,1996).

Managenrcnt Plan Goal

The goal of the Mississippi Flyway Giant Canada Goose Management Plan

(MFMP) is, "To manage the population of giant Canada geese in the Mississippi Flyr;vay

at a level that provides maximum recreational opportunities consistent with social

responsibility" (Giant Canada Goose Cornmittee, 1996, p.l).

Population Objective

The MFMP population goal of I million resident geese is below the current

population of 1.44 million, estimated in the 2001-03 spring breeding survey (Giant

Canada Goose Committee,1996;, Mississippi Flyr,vay Council, 1996; Moser & Caswell,

in press). The resident goose population goal in the MFMP is the sum of population

objectives derived by individual provincial and state members of the Flyway. Periodic

review of the population goal is conducted to determine whether rnodifications are

needed to address changes in the damage levels, public input, population levels, or other

factors included in the calculation.

Hat'vest Management

The prirnary objective of the MFMP is to provide maximum opportunities to

harvest giant Canada geese consistent with provincial/state population objectives, the

objectives for other Canada goose populations within the Flyway, and the management of

geese in areas of human/goose conflicts. However, overlap of various goose populations
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in wintering and migration areas of the Flyway and the differential status and haruest

regulations of each population limit the flexibility of harvesting resident geese. The

Council attempts to overcome these lirnitations with the introduction of two management

initiatives. First, creation of flexible regulations and special seasons which pennit

member provinces and states to achieve desired harvest rates of resident geese. Second,

the development of a robust Canada goose harvest-derivation analysis to apportion

harvest estimates of the various populations within the Flyway (Giant Canada Goose

Committee, 1996).

Damage Relief and Nuisance Control

The MFMP recognizes the main objective of the program is the management of

resident goose populations where human/goose conflicts occur with treatment techniques

to mitigate these conflicts at the discretion of provincial and state agencies. The primary

management technique promoted by the Council is licensed hunting, however, its use

may not always be applicable, especially in urban areas. Consequently, the Flyway

endorses an integrated approach, including a range of lethal and non-lethal methods in

response to specif,rc conflict attributes.

4.32c Central Flyway Resident goose Management plan

In response to growing human/goose conflicts within the Central Flyway, the

Flyway council drafted a resident goose management plan in 2000 (Gabig 2000).

Historlt

Unregulated and market hunting was responsible for a significant reduction of

resident Canada goose populations throughout the Flyway by the start of the 20th century

(Gabig, 2000). From the 1930's to 70's, provincial and state wildlife agencies within the
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Flyway released goslings frorn captive breeding stocks as part of a restoration initiative.

By the 1990's, wildlife agencies discontinued breeding programs but continued

restoration efïorls through the relocation of over 120 000 nuisance Canada geese to areas

of the Flyway (Gabig, 2000). By 2000 all restoration effons had been discontinued with

the exception of Saskatchewan's which continued relocating geese within the province

(Kokel & Andrew,2002). At the same time, the Council developecl a management plan

for addressing nuisance large race Canada geese fì'orn each of the three populations

occurring within the Fly'way, including the Western Prairie, Hi-Line and Great Plains

populations (Gabig, 2000).

Management Plan Goal

The goal of the Central Flyway Management Plan (CFMP) is, 'lnanage resident

Canada geese in the Central Flyway to achieve maximum benefits from these birds while

minirnizing conflicts between geese and humans" (Gabig, 2000, p.8).

Populatíon Objectíve

Resident Canada geese in the Flyway originate fiom one of three large race

populations within the Flyway, therefore the CFMP does not propose a single population

goal for resident geese. Population objectives in the CFMP are detennined by individual

provinces or states in relation to the goose populations occurring within their jurisdiction,

consistent with objectives for continental breeding populations. The total spring count of

resident Canada geese occurring within the Central Flyway,200l-03 average, is

estirnated at 871 434, signiftcantly above all resident population objectives established

within the Flyway (Gabig, 2000; Moser & Caswell, in press).
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Hat'"*es/ Managentent

Common to each management plan for the individual populations of large Canada

geese 
"vithin 

the Flyr.vay is the rnaximizing of harvest opporlunities consistent with

habitat constraints, intemational treaties, and the objectives of individual populations.

Hunting and harvest regulations are integral to meeting population objectives and

detennine the actioning of either restrictive or liberal harvest levels set by the Council.

Dantage Relief and Nuisance Contt"ol

Sport hunting is the prirnary rnethod of controlling resident goose populations

within the Flyway. However, the Council recognizes that hunting may not always be a

practical solution and that other treatment methods will be required for rnanaging resident

geese. The Council proposes 11 management techniques ranging from no action to kill

pennits for rnanaging geese at conflict sites. The Council outlines these treatrnents on an

Action Matrix and predicts the consequence of each action relative to the fìnancial cost,

social acceptance, expected irnpact on various populations, and resolution of the

hurnan/goose confl ict (Gabig, 2000).

4.32d Pacific Flyway Resident goose Management Plan

In response to growing human/goose conflicts within the Pacific Flyway, the

Council developed Canada goose management plans for both the Rocky Mountain

Population (RMP) and the Pacific Population (PP) of resident western Canada geese (8.

c. mffitti) within the Flyway.

Histoty

Pacific Population
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PP geese occur in the western half of the Pacific Flyway. The norlhern portion of

the PP are migrant geese while the southern portion are non-migratory geese, however,

some overlap occuÌ's between the two at nesting and wintering areas (Subcomrnittee on

Pacifìc Population of Westem Canada Geese, 2000). Over the past 20 years the PP has

expandecl beyond its traclitional range due largely to transplant programs and natural

pioneering. By 1998, a crop depredation managetnent prograrx was introduced by the

Council in response to crop depredation by PP geese in southwest Washington and

norlhwest Oregon (Pacifìc Flyr,vay Council, 1998).

Roc4fl, Mot tn tain Population

Geese from the RMP are largely migrant, moving between wintering and breeding

ranges in the eastem porlion of the Pacific Flyway (Subcornmittee of Pacific Population

of Western Canada Geese, 2000). In 1955 restrictive harvest regulations were introduced

for the RMP in response to population declines in the preceding years (Subcommittee on

Rocky Mountain Canada Geese, 2000). Sirnilarly, various state agencies initiated

transplant programs in areas throughout the Flyway in an effort to enhance the RMP. By

the 1990's, liberal harvest regulations were introduced by the Council to address crop

depredation conflicts resulting from the increased population of RMP geese within the

Flyway (Subcornrnittee on Rocky Mountain Canada Geese, 2000).

Management Plan Goal

The goal of the Pacific Flyway Management Plan (PFMP) for the PP is, "to

maintain PP western Canada geese at a level and distribution that will optimize

recreational opportunity and minimize depredation and/or nuisance problerns in
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agricultural and urban areas" (Subcomrnittee on Pacific Population of Western Canada

Geese, 2000).

The goal of the PFMP for the RMP is, "to maintain the Rocky Mountain

Population of Western Canacla geese at a level ancl distribution that optirnizes recreational

opportunity and reduces depredation and nuisance problems" (Subcommittee on Rocky

Mountain Canada Geese, 2000).

Popularion ObjecÍive

The Council has also developed separate population objectives for PP and RMP

geese in the Flyway. The PFMP population objective for the PP is the sum of the

individual population objectives fì'om member provinces and states within the Flyway.

The population objective for the RMP is I 15 000 individuals (Subcommittee on Rocky

Mountain Canada Geese, 2000). A recent survey, conducted in the spring of 2000,

estirnates the RMP at l2l 566 indivicluals (Subcommittee on Rocky Mountain Geese,

2000).

Hat'vesl Management

Management plans for both the PP and RMP list maximum hunting, educational,

scientifìc, and viewing opportunities as the primary objective for Flyway management of

Canada geese. The Flyway RMP harvest plan ernploys a liberal/moderate/restrictive

harvest level based on population indices of the previous three year spring breeding

estimates. The Flyway PP harvest managernent plan is the sum of the individual harvest

levels for each province and state within the Flyr,vay (Subcornmittee on Pacific

Population of Canada Geese, 2000). The Flyway utilizes a variety of techniques

including harvest sulveys and banding programs to detennine a reliable harvest estimate
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in areas where Hi-Line and PP populations may overlap (Subcornmittee on Rocky

Mountain Canada Geese, 2000).

Dantage Relie.f and Nuisance Control

Sport hunting is the prefèrecl method of rnanaging crop depredation by Canada

geese within the Flyr,vay. However, in both the PP and RMP managernent plans, the

preference for sporl hunting to rnitigate crop depredation does not apply to urban

hurnan/goose conflicts (Kokel & Andrew,2002). The PFMP forboth thePP and RMp

recommends local agencies initiate rnanagement programs to aid landowners in dealing

with specifìc conflicts ancl proposes kill pennits be included in all management programs

(Kokel & Andrew, 2002).

4.33 Canada goose Management in the GWA

At the local level, Canada goose management in the GWA falls under the

authority of the CWS and Manitoba Conservation on behalf of the Province of Manitoba.

In 2000, Manitoba Conservation and the CV/S entered into a partnership with several

stakeholders, creating the Urban Goose Working Group (UGWG), to cooperatively

manage Canada geese in the GWA. The UGWG was created in response to the

increasing number of geese and associated conflicts in the GWA. The UGWG operates

under the mission statement, "to cooperatively manage urban geese within the City of

Winnipeg in order to reduce the risk of goose-related adverse effects to human safety,

health, and property, as well as the overall goose population itself' (Urban Goose

Working Group, 2002, pp. L). Its rnembership consists of public officials and

longstanding nongovernmental organization stakeholders, including Manitoba

Conservation, Canadian Wildlife Service, City of Winnipeg, Winnipeg Airport Authority,
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Air Canada, Manitoba Wildlife Federation, ancl Winnipeg Hurnane Society (Urban Goose

Working Group, 2002).

In 2004 the UGWG drafted the management plan, InÍeragenctt Action Plan for

the Managernent o.f Canada Geese wiÍhin the Greater l4tinnipeg Area (IJrban Goose

Working Group, Unpublished Document, 2004). However, the proposed plan never

received final approval from all mernbers of the UGWG, as a result, no urban goose

îlanagement plan currently exists for the GWA. There are however, two wildlife

programs operating in the GWA which include the management of Canada geese within

each of their respective rrandates. Sirnilarly, a number of rnanagement treatrrents are

currently in use at isolated sites throughout the GWA in an effort to manage localized

resident populations within the site's domain.

4.33a Canada - Manitoba Crop Dantage Prevention Program

One wildlife management program operating within the GWA is the Canada -
Manitoba Crop Damage Prevention Program (CMCDPP). The CMCDPP assists

Manitoba producers in protecting wlnerable crops from waterfowl depredation

(Manitoba Conservation, 2003c). In an effort to rnitigate crop depredation the prograrn

operates feeding stations and lure crops in prone areas and loans scarecrows, propane

bangers, and cracker shells to Manitoba producers (Manitoba Conservation, 2004c\.

Under the CMCDPP, Urban Goose Management (UGM) technicians utilize a number of

shorl-term management treatments in an atternpt to reduce crop depredation in

agricultural areas of the GWA. Daily monitoring by UGM technicians of agricultural

areas of the GWA facilitates the response to large numbers of Canada geese with propane

bangers and scarecrows. During the fall migration these same treatments are conducted
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on private and crown cropland adjacent to Winnipeg International Airport at a rate of

three and l2 respectively per 65 hectares, within 1500rn of tlle Winnipeg Intemational

Airport perimeter fence (Personal observatior.r, 2005) These actions are intended to

prevent the accumulation of Canada geese in this area. In addition, UGM technicians, in

cooperation with infield and tower staff at Winnipeg International Airporl, haze Canada

geese with pyrotechnics when numbers exceed 500 Canada geese within l000rn of

Winnipeg International Airporl perirneter fence (Personal observation, 2005).

In addition to hazing treatments administered under the CMCDPP, Manitoba

Conservation atnended The Wildlife Act in 2003 to create limited waterfowl hunting

opportunities within Game Hunting Area 38 in the Rural Municipality of Rosser to

further mitigate crop depredation in the GWA (Manitoba Conservation, 2003). Again in

2004 Manitoba Conservation amended The Wildlife Act to create limited waterfowl

hunting opportunities within Game Hunting Area 38 in the Rural Municipality of

Macdonald in an attempt to further mitigate crop depredation within the GWA (Manitoba

Conservation,2004).

4.33b winnipeg Aitport Authorit-v wildlife Management program

The second wildlife management program operating within the GWA, which

includes the management of Canada geese in its mandate, is the Winnipeg Airport

Authority Wildlife Management Program (wAA-wMp). Currently the WAA-wMp

operates a range of management treatments in an effort to reduce the number of wildlife

strikes occurring at Winnipeg International Airporl. Sheet-water drainage, pyrotechnic

hazing, egg predation, nest shooting, and changes in turf management are being utilized
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to reduce the presence of Canada geese on airport property (Winnipeg Airpoñ Authority,

2002).

4.33c Additional Actions

In addition to the CMCDPP and WAA-WMP a number of rnanagement

treatments are being ernployed at sites throughout the GWA in an eff-on to manage local

populations of resident geese. Niakwa Golf and Country Club conducts hazing with a

trained dog and handler to reduce the presence of Canada geese on club facilities. Fort

Whyte Nature Centre conducts an egg depredation program to reduce recruitrnent and

maintain resident goose populations at desired levels within the facility (R. Bruce,

personal communication, 2004). Harbour View Golf Course installed a raised wire srid

and perirneter fencing at two retention ponds to reduce the presence of Canada geese on

the property (R. Bruce, personal courmunication, 2003; s. Read, personal

communications, 2003). A recent project by LADCO Cornpany Ltd., and Native Plant

Solutions (NPS) is reducing the attraction of stonn-water retention basins in the GWA bv

developing sites free of attractive nesting and loafing areas. LADCO with assistance

from NPS constructed two ecologically functioning wetlands and native grass buffer

strips, which eliminate attractive nesting and loafing areas, for the use of man aging urban

storm water, in place of conventional retention ponds in Royal Woods in Winnipeg south

(Fallding, 2006).

The intent of this chapter was to summarize all facets of urban/resident Canada

goose management in North America. The range of treatments documented at the

beginning of this chapter demonstrates the depth of applicable techniques for Canada

goose management in urban and near urban areas. The outline of the contemporary
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resource management model, at the rnidpoint of this chapter, demonstrates the criteria for

selecting appropriate treatments in the development of a management plan resporrding to

human/goose conflicts. The summary of Canada goose ûìanagement at the Fl¡vay and

local level, at the conclusion of this chapter, delineates the guidelines governing Canada

goose management in North America and curent management programs. These three

sections provide the foundation for the proposed GWA-CGMP in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Greater Winnipeg Area Canada Goose Management Plan

As illustrated in Chapter three, the number of Canada geese in the GWA has grown

significantly in recent years. It is also recognized in the preceding chapters that there are

real and demonstrable economic loses, properly damages, environmental degradations,

and human health and safety concems that the public expects agencies charged with

managing Canada geese will address (Gabig, 2000; Kokel & Andrew, 2004; Urban

Goose Working Group, Unpublished Material, 2004). In the absence of action by these

agencies, positive growth trends in both Canada goose populations and attractive urban

habitat, including the I l0 percent increase in the number of City of Winnipeg storm

water retention basins, will continue to increase the occurrence of geese and associated

conflicts in the GwA (City of Winnipeg, 2001; Ettl, 1993; Kokel & Andrew. 2002:

MacKinnon, 1996; Smith et al., 1999; rJrban Goose Working Group, Unpublished

Material, 2002). If the current growth rate of goose populations utilizing the GWA over

the past seven years continues, the GWA daily staging population can be expected to

exceed 250 000 by the fall of 2010 (Figure 5) (Manitoba Conservation, 1999; Manitoba

Conservation, 2000; Manitoba Conservation, 2001, Manitoba Conservation. 2002:
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Manitoba Conservation,Manitoba Conservation, 2003; Manitoba Conservation, 2004;

200s).
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Figure 6. Canada goose fall staging estimate 1998-2005, forecasted growth trend (Manitoba Conser-vatron,
1999, Manitoba Conservation, 2000; Manitoba Conservation, 2001; Manitoba Conservation, 2002;
Manitoba Conservation,2003; Manitoba Conservation ,2004; Manitoba Conservation, 2005)

Notes: xExponential growth model for urban Canada geese (Ankney,1996; Cooper & Keefe, 1997)

However, if goose populations in the GWA can be managed or reduced in the immediate,

the total effort and cost required for rnaintaining desired populations levels will be less

than if action is delayed (Ettl, 1993; Gabig,2000 Kokel & Andrew, 2002). To that end,

the following GWA Canada Goose Management Plan (GWA-CGMP) provides the

operational framework for managing the GWA human/goose conflict.

5.1 MANAGEMENT GOAL OF THE GWA-CGMP

The objective of the GWA-CGMP is the management of urban geese in the GWA

at an acceptable level consistent with human health and safety, biological, econornic, and
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social tolerances. This objective was adopted from the UGWG objective, "to manage the

Winnipeg urban goose population at an acceptable level within human safety, health,

economic, biological and social tolerances" (Urban Goose Working Group, 2002, pp. l)

because of its similar form to the objectives in each of the four Flyway management

plans and because it already enjoys stakeholder supporl. In addition, the objective blends

socioeconomic inputs with biological and ecological inputs into the solutions for the

GWA human/goose conflict, reflecting the contemporary resource management model

(Decker et al., 1996; Ewert, 1996' Kokel & Andrew, 2002. Smith et al., 1999\.

5.2 POPULATION OBJECTIVE OF THE GWA-CGMP

As outlined in the summary of the four Flyway management plans, the method of

calculating resident goose population objectives is based on the cultural carrying capacity

of conflict areas (Gabig, 2000; Giant Canada Goose Committee, 1996; Kokel & Andrew,

2002; Smith et al., 1999). Cultural canying capacity reflects the maximum number of

Canada geese which can coexist compatibly with humans in terms of economic and

sociological conflicts in areas of overlap. Sirnilarly, the Urban Goose Working Group,

2004 based the cultural carrying capacity of Canada geese in the GWA on the annual rate

of socioeconomic conflicts reported to member agencies as the index of a tolerable urban

goose population level. The UGWG concluded the GWA cultural carrying capacity of

urban geese had been exceeded in 1999 and proposed a retum to pre-1999 population

levels to mitigate hurnan/goose conflicts to an acceptable level of tolerance (Urban Goose

Working Group, Unpublished Material, 2004).

Prior to 1999, the estimated spring breeding and peak staging populations of

Canada geese in the GWA had never exceeded 2000 and 100 000 respectively. However,
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in 1999 the estimated spring breeding and peak staging populations of the GWA

surpassed 2000 and 120 000 respectively (Manitoba Conseryation, 1999; Manitoba

Conservation, 1999b; Urban Goose Working Group, Unpublished Material, 2004).

Based on this data the UGWG calculated the cultural carrying capacity for both resiclent

and migrant geese, identifliing two population objectives necessary to manage Canada

geese in the GWA at an acceptable level. The first population objective identified is a

resident goose population at or below I 100 individuals, including a spring breeding

population at or below 225 breeding pairs, limiting annual production to 450 fledglings,

and maintaining moult rnigrant and non-breeding populations at or below 200 sub-

adults/non-adults. The second population objective identified is a fall staging peak

population at or below 80 000 Canada geese.

The population goals proposed by urban Goose working Group, 2004 are

representative of a fìnite population of Canada geese in the GWA that does not exceed

the socioeconomic carry capacity of stakeholders in the Winnipeg hurnan/goose conflict.

To that end, the population goals of I 100 resident and 80 000 migrant Canada geese have

also been adopted by the GWA-CGMP as both figures represent a logical starting point,

reflectent of all stakeholders in the UGWG. It bears noting that the population goals

proposed, by magnitude of difference from cur¡ent resident and migrant populations of

2709 and 166 957 respectively, provide the impetus for a comprehensive urban goose

management plan for the GWA (Manitoba Conservation, 2005; Manitoba Conservation,

2005b).
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5.3 OUTLINE AND ACTIONING OF THE GWA-CGMP

To realize the GWA-CGMP population objectives or a revised population

objective the following outline provides the operational framework necessary to achieve

these objectives, consistent with the goal of rnanaging the urban goose population at

acceptable levels within human health and safety, economic, biological, and social

tolerances. The following outline deconstructs the goal of the GWA-CGMp into four

separate objectives, reflecting the individual parts of the management goal, and provides

strategies and tactics to achieve these objectives. The outline of the four objectives also

delineates the execution of the GWA-CGMP and concludes with an Action Matrix which

offers an overview of the management actions prescribed and identifìes the sociological,

economic and biological affects of each action.

5.31 Objective I - Manage Urban Geese within Human Health & Safety Tolerances

One objective needed to realize the GWA-CGMP goal is rnanaging urban geese at

an acceptable level within human health and safety tolerances. To achieve this objective

3 strategies and associated tactics have been identified.

5.31a Sn"arcgy I - Establish Population Level witltin Human Health and Safetv

Tolerances

Strategy one is the establishment of an acceptable urban goose population level

within health and safety tolerances of all stakeholders in the Winnipeg human/goose

conflict. A survey of all stakeholders in the GWA human/goose conflict is required to

quantify the bounds of acceptable population tolerance levels. The tactic selected to

achieve this strategy is a phone survey of all stakeholders in the GWA (Table 3). The
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phone suruey of health and safety tolerances will coincide with other surveys of

stakeholders to further increase cost efficiencies (see Appendix E).

Table 3. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of stakeholder hurnan health and safety tolerances.

InÍernal Exfernal
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threaf

Ellìcient data collection

Probative value

Accurate dat¿ì

- llieh Cost

- Only'households with telephones

ri,ill be surveved

- Lorv response rales

' Conlmunication / Education

' Quantiñ stakeholder healrh &
;afet¡,toleranccs

ldentif_v unreported health &
;afetv conflicts

- Screening tcchnology

- Salicnce ofthc survc¡'to
part rcr pants

5.31b Strategy 2 - Establish Annual Review of Human Health and Safee Tolerances

Strategy two is the development of a mechanism to review the accepted urban

goose population level with all stakeholders to detect and quantify any changes in human

health and safety tolerances through the course of the management prograrn and to

recalculate population levels if necessary. An annual survey of all stakeholders in the

GWA human/goose conflict will be required to detect and adapt to changes occuïïing

over the management period. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a telephone

survey of all stakeholders in the GWA (Table 4).

Table 4. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of changing health and safety tolerances.

Inlernøl Externøl
Strength Weakness Opportunitv Threat

Eliìcient data collection

Probative value

Accurate data

- Iìigh Cost

- Only households rvith telephones

rvill be surveved

- Lorv response rate

Communication / Education

Quantify stakeholder biological

olerances

Identift desired resident

ropulation levels

- Screening technologv

- Salience ofthe survey to

panlcrpants

5.31c Strategy 3 - Establish Tecltnical Committee to Review Health and Safety Researclt.

Strategy three is the establishment of a UGWG technical committee, made up of

qualifìed stakeholder members, for the purpose of reviewing cunent research of human

health and safety concems documented in urban goose conflicts occurring elsewhere.
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The technical review committee will assess the relevance and irnplications of new

findings to the GV/A hurnan/goose conflict and detennine unidentified or ernerging

threats to Winnipeg residents and to adapt the GWA-CGMP to new discoveries. The

tactic selected to achieve this strategy is the formation of a UGWG technical cornrnittee

(Table 5).

Table 5. SWOT analysis, teclmical committee to review health and safety research.

Interttnl Externul
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

- Stakeholder paf icipation

- Low cosl

- Tinle conlmitment

- Selection process

Disseminate health & safety

esearch to all stakeholders

- Lorv participation

5.32 Objective 2 - Manage Urban geese within Biological Tolerances

A second objective needed to realize the goal of the GV/A-CGMP is the

management of urban geese at an acceptable level within biological tolerances.

Biological tolerance refers to the finite population level of a specific Canada goose

population. Therefore, managing urban goose populations at an acceptable level within

biological tolerances is the management of Canada geese consistent with Flyway

management objectives for the population to which the geese belong. In the Mississippi

Flyway, management of resident Canada geese including the establishment of population

objectives/biological tolerances occurs under the authority of the individual province or

state. However, management of migrant Canada geese, including determination of

population objectives/biological tolerances, occurs at the Flyway level and is under the

authority of the Council and all its members, the CWS and USFWS (Giant CanadaGoose

Committee, 1996; Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Because the GWA urban goose population is
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made up of both resident and migrant Canacla geese, managing urban geese in the GWA

at an acceptable level will require separate strategies for the management of resident and

rnigrant geese in order to remain within biological tolerances. To achieve the objective

of managing urban geese at an acceptable level within biological tolerances 6 strategies

and associated tactics have been identified.

5.32a Strategy I - Establislt Resident Population Level wíthin Biological Tolerances.

Strategy one is the establishment of an acceptable urban goose population level of

resident geese within biological tolerances of all stakeholders in the Winnipeg urban

goose conflict. A survey of all stakeholders in the GWA human/goose conflict will be

required to quantify the bounds of an acceptable resident goose population within

biological tolerance levels. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a phone survey

of all stakeholders in the GWA (Table 6).

Table 6. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of acceptable resident population levels within biological
tolerances.

Inlernøl External
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Ef'f icient data collection

Probative value

Accurate data

- lìigh Cost

- Only households rvith telephone:

rvill be surveved

- Lorv response rate

' Communication / Education

. Quantily stakeholder bioloeical

.oterances

' Identify desired resident

rooulation levels

- Screening technology'

- Salience ofthe surve¡,16

participants

5.32b Sn"ategy 2 - Manage Resident Population witltin Biological Tolerances.

Strategy two is the management of resident geese at the proposed population objective of

I 100, including a spring breeding population at or below 225 breeding pairs, limiting

annual production to 450 fledglings, and maintaining moult migrant and non-breeding

populations at or below 200 sub-adults. This strategy will require a significant reduction

of resident Canada geese in the GWA from its current estimated population. Because the

curent regulatory framework in the Mississippi Flyway charges the individual Province
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or State with establishing resident goose population goals, utilization of long-tenr:r

management treatments including lethal techniques will provide the GWA the most

effective and cost efficient means of managing the resident goose population at

acceptable levels within biological tolerances (Ettl, 1993).

The two primary methods used to achieve the resident goose population goal will

be harvest under a kill permit and capture/translocate. The management method selected

for specific sites will reflect the attitudes of stakeholders of the site under management

(Loker et al., 1996). The assessment of these attitudes will be outlined in the fourth

objective, social tolerance. Egg depredation will play a lesser role in the rnanagement of

resident geese in the GWA, its primary use will be to maintain the resident goose

population at sites where the desired levels have been achieved (Ettl, 1993). The tactics

selected to achieve this strategy are, egg depredation, kill permits, and capture/translocate

(Table 7).



Table 7. SWOT analysis of kill pennits, capture/translocate & egg depredation treatments in the GWA.

InÍernal Externol
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threaf

Kill Permit
l:l-lìcient population contrrtl

Âbilitr to target conlìict sile

l-imit recruitlncnt

M0dcratc,iìrigh pLrblic support

I Iigh reìative cost

Opportunitl' for ct¡mrnun ication

¡nd cducation programs

Provide nreat product to lood

ranks or sheltcrs

Acccss to privale land

Animal riehts protest

Negal ive media coverage

Legal challenees

Capture/Translocate
- Âbilitl,to target confìicr sites

- | ligh public support

- Fov locations willing to accept

nerv Canada gccse

- lligh relative cost

- Variable success rates

- Short treatment time franle

' OpportLrnit-v Jòr communicalion

tnd cdL¡cation programs

- Access t0 private land

Egg Depredation
Limit recruitment

Âbilit¡,to târget conllict sites

l-lìgh public suppof

High relative cost

Variable success rates

Short trcatment tinlc fial¡e
Opportunity l'or conlnlunication

rnd educatit¡nal progranrnring

Access to private Iând

Animal rights protest

Negative nedia coverage
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5.32c Strategy 3 - Establish Annual Revietu o/'Resident geese Biological Tolerances

Strategy three is the development of a mechanism to review the accepted resident

Canada goose population level with all stakeholders to detect and quantify any changes in

biological tolerances through the course of the management program and to recalculate

population levels if necessary. This mechanism will enable the GWA-CGMP to adapt to

possible changes occulring over the management period. The most efficient mechanism

will be a survey representative of all stakeholders in the GWA hurnan/goose conflict.

The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a phone survey of GWA stakeholders (Table

8).
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Table 8' SWOT analysis, telephone sun/ey of changing biological tolerances of resident geese.

InÍernal Externol
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

l: l'licicnt data ct¡lleclion

Probalir,c valL¡e

AccLrratc dâlâ

- | ligh cost

- Onl)' stakcholdcrs \\,ith a

telephone ri'ilì be surve¡,ed

- Lo\\' response rale

OpportLrnit¡, f'or education and

:or¡nr un ication

Quantilication ttl'stakeholder

rtlitudes to\\'ards residcnt _seese in

he CWA

- Screening technologl'

- Salience 0f the sun¡e), to

partrcrpânts

5.32d Strategy 4 - Establislt Migrant Populatiott Level within Biological Tolerances

Strategy four is the establishment of an acceptable urban goose population level

of rnigrant geese within biological tolerances of all stakeholders in the GWA

lrurnan/goose conflict. A survey of all stakeholders will be required to quantifo the

bounds of an acceptable migrant population level within tolerance levels. The tactic

selected to achieve this strategy is a phone survey of stakeholders in the GV/A (Table 9).

Table 9. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of acceptable migrant populations in the GWA.

Inlernal ExÍentol
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Ë1fi cicnt data collcction

Probative value

Accurâte data

- I Iigh cost

- Only stakeholders tvith a

telephone rvill be included in the

survev

- Lo*'response rates

Opportunity f'or cducation and

rolrìmuntcat ron

Quantifìcation of stakeholder

ttitudes towards migrant geese in

he GWA

- Screening Technology

- Salience of the survey to
participants

5-32e Strategy 5 - Manage Migrant Populations within Biological Tolerances

Strategy five is the rnanagement of rnigrant Canada geese at an acceptable

population level in the GWA within biological tolerances. This strategy requires

maintaining the peak fall population of rnigrant Canada geese at or below 80 000

indìviduals and will require a significant reduction of migrant geese in the GWA from

current levels. Because the current regulatory framework in the Mississippi Flyway

establishes the biological tolerances for migant populations occurring in the GWA,

individual provinces or states cannot utilize lethal treatments outside of the regular

hunting season to deal with localized conflicts with migrant populations (Giant Canada
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Goose Subcommittee, 1996). As a result the GWA-CGMP must reduce the migrant

goose populations in the GWA by largely non-lethal management methocls of to achieve

acceptable population levels within biological tolerances of stakeholders in the GWA and

Flyway objectives.

The application of both lethal and non-lethal treatments will be used to achieve

the rnigrant population goal of 80 000 Canada geese at the peak of the fall migration.

The intended outcome of these treatments is the dispersion of migrant geese to regions

beyond the GWA. To maximize the efficiency of the GWA-CGMP management

treatments will be focused on areas holding the highest concentrations of rnigrant geese,

including stonn water retention basins and surrounding agricultural croplands (Manitoba

Conservation,2003, Manitoba Conseruation,2OO4; Manitoba Conservation,2005). The

prirnary treatlnent methods appropriate to the GWA, based on effectiveness and

efficiency, is increased exposure to hunting pressure and habitat modifications at storïn

\¡/ater retention basin sites. Both treatments provide the most cost efficient and effective

method of dispersing urban geese. Additional treatments which replicate hunting

pressure will also be utilized at sites where hunting is not practical or desired. The

exposure of migrant geese to increased hunting pressure during the regular hunting

season and storr water retention basin modifications will create an additive effect which

is intended to reduce geese in the GWA by causing them to abandon treatment areas as

opposed to a reduction through the harvest of geese (Ankney, 1996; Conover & Kania,

1991; Kokel & Andrew,2002; Lindberg & Malecki,1994; Schultz et al., 19gg). The

llanagement method selected for specific sites within the GWA will reflect the attitudes

of stakeholders at the site under going management (Loker et al., 1996). The assessment
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of stakeholder preferences f'or managernent treatments is outlined in the following fourth

objective, social tolerances. The tactics selected to achieve this strategy are expanding

huntirlg opporlunities in the GWA cluring the regular hunting season, fbnnation of a

technical colnmittee to provide assistance to landowners with nuisance geese, stonn-

water retention basin drawdown, habitat modifications of cun'ent stonn-water retention

basins, changes to the specifìcations of stonn-water retention basins to reduce attractive

habitat, change stonn-water retention basin turf maintenance to reduce the availability

new grass shoots and change aquatic vegetation maintenance prograrns to prornote the

presence of a vegetative barrier in the wetland zone, hazing with scarecrow trearmenrs,

hazing with pyrotechnics, and hazing with a trained dog and handler (Table l0).
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Table 10. SWOT anaìysis, expanded lrunting. technical commitee, limited entry hunts, SRB drarvdorvn,
SRB specification changes, SRB mainlenance. pyrotechnics, scarecrows, and trained dogs.

I ttlcrnul External
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Expanded h nting opportunities in f he GWA during the regular hunting season
- I'ligh public sLrppon

- Lttrv cosl

- Ël-lìcient hazing & dispr'rsion

lrcatmcnl

- Population reduction

Not applicabh to iìll siles -Opporlunity for cducation and

ionlr.lluD rcâtion

'Incrcase rvalerlbu'l hunlcr
-e cru itmtnt

' Profìt potential for localions

Access t0 pnvalc properly

Fcrjerai l'írearnls reguIalions

M unicipal noise bylal,s

Formation of a technical comm¡ttee to advise landorvners
Stakeholder participation

Low cost

--finlc commitnrenl

- Sclection process
Ability to disseminale biological

esÈarch

- Lorv partìcipation

Limited entry hunts in the GWA
- l ligh public support

- Lorv cost

- Target conlìicf sites

- Eificient hazing. dispersion &
porrulalion conlr0l msthod

Not applicablc ro all sites

Salitv crrnsrdr'rations
Opportunity for education and

)rlrnnr un I catt on

Increasc rvaterf orvl hunler

ecn¡rlrÌlenl

Prolit potentiai lìrr sircs

Acccss lo private propert-y

Federal lircarnls regulations

Municipal norse bylarvs

Storm-water Reten ion Basin drawdown
fligh public supporl

Low cost

iìigh eflictivencss

Arc¡s lrorlilion¡llr hultling hieh

:oncenlrations ol' eeese

l..orv pLrblic suppon
'l-emporan 

lrealmùnt
Opporlunitv for education and

ommunrcalion

Pe mlits basin mainlenance

- Iìeduced recreational

oppofl unit tes

- Dcgraded esthetics

Storm-Water Retentio & specification changes
- Pernlanenl lrealmenl

- 'fargel conlìict sites

- Arcas lraditionallv holding high

concentralions of geese

- High effectiveness

Lou' public suppon

I ligh relative costs

Opporlunity lor education and

:o¡nmunication

Increased water quality enlering

iver basin

lncreased properly values

Access lo private property

Esthetic degradation

Reduced property value

Storm-water Retention basin turf and aquatic vegetation maintenance regime changes
Lorv cost

Target conlìict siles

Areas traditionallv holding high

:oncentrations of seese

- Te mporarv lrealmenl

- Moderate elÏecliveness

Reduced fertilizer use

lncreased waler quâlity

Reduced nlaintenance costs

- Access to privale property

- Eslhetic degradation

Hazing with pyrotechnics
Lorv relative cost

Targel confìict sites

Reinforce other lreatnìents

- Temporaw trealtnenl Opportunity f'or education and

;ommunication

Access to private property

Federal fi rearms rcgulations

Municipal noise bylarvs

Scarecrow Ireatments
- Low cosl

- Target conflict siles

-High public support

- No operator required

1'enrporarv trcatÛrenl

Habitulization

Visual residue

Requires rvind

' Opporlunity for education and

)ommuntcalton

Access to pnvate property

Reduced esthetics

Vandalsm/theft

Hazing with rained dogs
Lorv/moderate cost

Targcl conflict silcs

Iligh public support

Effective over large area

Te mporary treatmenl

Requires operators
Opportunitv for education and

ommunicalion

Volunteer positions

- Access to pnvale property

- May require fencing
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5.32f Strategl, 6 - Establish Reviett, of'Migyant geese Biological Tolera,ces

Strategy six is the clevelopment of a rnechanism to review the accepted population

level of rnigrant geese with all stakeholders in the GWA to cletect and quantify any

changes in biological tolerances thlough the course of the lnanagernent prograrn. This

mechanism will enable the GWA-CGMP to detect and adapt to possible changes

occurring over the lnanagernent period ancl to recalculate rnigrant population levels if

necessary. This strategy will require the annual survey of all stakeholders in the GWA

human/goose conflict. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a telephone survey

of all stakeholders in the GWA (Table I l).

Table 11. SWOT analysis, telepìrone survey revierving accepted nrigrant population level.

Inlernal Exlernsl
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threaf

Ellicient data collection

Probative value

Accuratc data

- Hish cost

- Onll' thosc stakeholders rvith a

phonc ri'ill bc sLrrve¡'ed

- Lo\v rcsponsc rate

Opportunit¡, 1ìrr cdLrcation and

:onlmun rcal ro¡t

Quantilìcation ol'changing
takeholdcr âttitudes lorvards

nisranl geese in the GWA

- Screening technology

- Saliencc ofthe survey to
partici pants

5.33 Objective 3 - Manage Urban geese within Economic Tolerances

A third objective needed to realize the rnanagement goal of the GWA-CGMP is

managing urban goose populations at an acceptable level within economic tolerances. To

achieve this objective three strategies and associated tactics have been identified.

5.33a Strategy I - Establish |Jrban goose Population Level wÌthin Economic Tolerances

Strategy one is the establishment of an acceptable urban goose population level

within economic tolerances of all stakeholders in the GWA hurnan/goose conflict. The

established urban goose population level must reconcile the associated costs of both

damages incurred and management program costs resulting from the GWA hurnan/goose

conflict within acceptable tolerances. A survey of all stakeholders in the GWA
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human/goose conflict will be required to quantify the bounds of an acceptable population

level within economic tolerances. The tactic selectecl to achieve this stratesv is a

telephone survey of GWA stakeholders (Table l2).

Table 12. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of an acceptable urban goose population level within
economic tolerances.

Internal E.tternal
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Elïcient data collection

Protrativc value

Accurate data

I ligh cost

- Onlv those stakeholdcrs *'ith a

phone ivill be survel,ed

- Lorv responsc rate

Opporfunitl fìrr cducalion and

)onnlì.¡n rcalr0n

Quantilication ol' acceprable

turose popLrÌat ions rvithin
:cont¡¡l'r ic tolcranccs

- Screcning technologv

- Salicncc ol'the survc),to
part ic i pants

5.33b Strategy 2 - Annual Review o.f Population level wiÍhin Econontic Tolera7ces

Strategy two is the developrnent of a mechanism to review the accepted

population level of urban geeseby all stakeholders to detect and quantify any changes in

economic tolerances through the course of the management program and to recalculate

population levels if necessary. This mechanism will enable the GWA-CGMP to adapt to

possible changes occurring over the management period. The review of economic

tolerances should be conducted annually and would coincide with other surveys of

stakeholders to increase cost effìciency. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a

telephone survey of stakeholders in the GWA (Table 13).

Table 13' SV/OT analysis, telephone survey revierving the accepted urban goose population level within
economic tolerances.

Internol ErÍernol
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Eflìcient data collection

Probative value

Accurate data

- High cost

- Onl¡' those stakeholders $'jth a

phone rvill be surveyed

- Lorv response rate

Opportuni[, for educalion and

)ommunrcation

Identily unreported cost

Quantili changing stakeholder

)ost toleranccs

- Screening technology

- Salicnce of the surve)¡ to

partrcr pants
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5.33c Str"ategl, 3 - Establish Technical Contntittee to Reviev, Econontic Research.

Strategy three is the establishment of a technical revierv cornrnittce, rnade up of

qualifìed stakeholder tnetnbers, for the purpose of revierving cun-ent research in

Inanagement and conflict costs frorn urban goose conflicts occurring elsewhere. The

technical review committee will assess the relevance of new findings in light of the GWA

human/goose conflict and detennine the irnplications and suitability of these findings in

the GWA-CGMP. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is the formation of a

technical review committee of economic costs (Table l4).

Table 14. SWOT analysis, fonnation of a technical revierv comlnittee exarnining econornic components in
urban goose rnanagement/confl icts.

Inlernul Erlernal
Strength Weakness Opportunitv Threat

Stakeholder partic¡parion

Lorv cost

- Time conrmitment

- Selectìon process

Opportunitr' ftrr cducatit¡n and

:or¡¡l'l t¡n icalioll

Dissenlinate and identil\,

esearch ol-cconol¡ic losses and

)r0gratr cosls

- Lo\v participation

5.34 Objective 4 -Manage Urban geese within Social Tolerances

A fourth objective in the GWA-CGMP is the management of urban geese at an

acceptable population level within social tolerances. Management of Canada geese in the

GV/A within social tolerances consists of two parts. The first part of managing urban

geese at population levels within social tolerances requires the quantification of

stakeholder attitudes towards urban geese to determine a population level consistent with

social tolerances. The second part of rnanaging urban geese within social tolerances

requires the quantification of stakeholder attitudes tov/ards goose managelrent and

acceptable management techniques for achieving population goals within the GV/A

(Loker et al., 1996). To achieve this objective four strategies and associated tactics have

been identified.
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5-34a Strategl, I - Quantify Attitudes o.f Stakeholders to**ards LJrban Geese in the GI4tA

Strategy one is the quantification of all stakeholder attitudes towards urban geese

in the GWA. Quantification of all stakeholder attitudes towarcls urban geese in the GWA

must be conductecl as a function of calculating an acceptable populatíon of Canacla geese

within social tolerances. This strategy will require the survey of all stakeholclers in the

GWA human/goose conflict. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a phone

survey of stakeholder attitudes in the GwA towards urban geese (Table 1 5).

Table 15. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of stakeholder attitudes towalds urban Êeese in the GWA.

Inlernal E-rternol
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Ellicient data collection

P¡obative value

Accurate data

- High cost

- Only those stakcholders with a

phone rvill be surveved

- Lorv response rate

' Opportunitl f'or educatitu and

:omnlLrn icatit¡n

Quanlification of stakcholdcr

rttitudcs towards urban gccse in

he GWA

- Screening tcchnolog¡'

- Salicncc ol'the survev trl
pârl rc i pants

5.34b Strategy 2 - Quantify Attitudes o.f Stakeholders Towards goose Managentent in the

GWA.

Strategy two is the quantification of all stakeholder attitudes towards urban goose

management in the GWA. Quantification of stakeholder attitudes towards urban goose

management must be conducted as a function of selecting acceptable management

methods to achieve population levels of urban geese in the GWA within the bounds of

social tolerances (Loker et al., 1996; Riley et a\.,2003). This strategy will be

accomplished by a representative survey of all stakeholders in the GWA human/goose

conflict. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is a telephone survey of GWA

stakeholder attitudes towards urban goose tnanagement (Table l6).
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Table 16. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of stakeholder attirudes torvards urban goose managenlent rn
the GWA.

Internal Erlerttul
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threaf

Ellìcient data collectirrn

Probative value

Accurate data

- I ligh cost

- Onlv those stakeholdcrs l,lth a

phone rvill be surve¡'ed

- Low response rate

Opportunitl lbr education a¡d
:o¡nnrrrn ica tion

Quantilication of stakcholder

rttitudes torvards urban goose

narìaqement

- Scrccn ing tcchnttlogr'

- Salicncc ol'tlìe survev lo
pafl rc I paDts

5.34c Strategy 3 - Develop Conununication Program Based on Stakeholder Attintdes.

Strategy three is the developrnent of communication programs aimed at

stakeholders in the GWA hurnan/goose conflict, based on the attitudinal preferences for

population goals and management rnethods by all stakeholders. The communication

program is airned at facilitating awareness and understanding among stakeholders groups,

articulating competing valuations by stakeholders, improving communication between

stakeholder groups, and reducing conflicts between stakeholders regarding management

treatments and strategies. An effective comûtunication program can help achieve

acceptable population goals for Canada geese in the GWA within social tolerances by

helping to create and understanding among stakeholders that management decisions were

arrived at fairly by all stakeholders within an exchange analysis that lead to a prograrn of

acceptable compromise (Berryman, 1987 Decker et al., 1996; Ewert, 1996; sample,

1990). In addition, a communication strategy aimed specifically aI grassroors

stakeholders can address defìciencies in knowledge relative to human/goose conflicts and

raise understanding and support for the necessity of management and of treatment actions

(Bazin, 2002). The tactic selected to achieve this strategy is the development of a

communication strategy of print, television, radio, and online campaign directed at

stakeholders in the GWA (Table l7).
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Table 17. SWOT analysis, communication prograrn directed at stakeholders in rhe GWA based cin
attitudinal preferences collected fi'om various stakeholder surueys.

Itúernal Exlernal
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

- lnlbnred conscnt

- Stakeholder support fbr
managenìent programs

-lncrease stakeholder

:articipation ef'lectivcness

I I igh cost . Opportunit¡, f'or education and

:onrnlun lcat ion

. Reduce eliècliveness ol'"anti"
:ampaigns

- Liìck ()l'ccccss l() nìcdiit {ìlrtluts

5.34d Strategy 4 - Establish Annual Review of Popttlation Levels witltin Social

Tolerances.

Strategy four is the development of a mechanism to review the accepted

population level of urban geese by all stakeholders in the GWA to detect and quantify

any changes in social tolerances through the course of the management program and to

adapt new population levels or management techniques if warranted. The review of

social tolerances should be conducted annually and would coincide with other surveys of

stakeholders to increase cost efficiency. The tactic selected to achieve this strategy ìs a

telephone survey of changing social tolerances of urban geese in the GWA (Table l8).

Table 18. SWOT analysis, telephone survey of changing social tolerances of accepted urban goose
population levels in the GWA.

Inlernal Erternal
Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

Eflicient data collection

Probative value

Accurate data

- High cost

- Only those stakeholders rvith a

phone rvill be surveyed

- Lorv response rate

.Opportunity lbr education and

)ommunrcatton

' Quanlif_v changing social

olerances ofurban geese in the

lwA

- Screening technology

- Salience of'the surve),lo
participants

5.35 Management Matrix of Tactics in the GWA-CGMP

The following action matrix provides an overview of all actions prescribed in the

GWA-CGMP and identifies the sociological, economic and biological affects of the

proposed actions Table 19). This matrix can be utilized to address specific conflicts and
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identify the results of actions prior to initiation, providing a field reference for

responsible agencies initiating Canada goose management actions in the GWA.
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Table 19. Management rnatrix, projected impacts of management treatlnents prescribed in the GWA-
CGMP.

Goose Management Treatment Projected Effect on

Action Social
Acceptance

Relative
Cost

Migrant
Population

Resident
Population

Treatment
Site

1ù/innipeg

Fall
Population

No Action l¡lv /lt4oderate Lorv
None to
nrinimal
lncrcase

lvtoderate
Increase

fuloderate
lncrease

l\4 oderate
Increasc

Provlde l echnrcal
Advice to
Properly Orvners

Moderate Low None
Lorv/Modcrrte
decrease

Modcrate/High
decrease

Low dec¡ case

Exclusion Fencing
and Suspended
Wire Grids

Lorv /Modcrate Low None None High
Lorv to
Moderate
Reduction

Trap &
Translocate

High High None Moderale
Reduction

S nral l/lvl odclate
Rcduction

lvf inir¡al
Reduction

Limited Entry
Hunts

Moderate Modemte
Minir¡al
Reduction

Moderate to High
Reduction

Moderâte to
High Reduction

Moderate
Rcduc(ion

Telephone Suruey lvlodcrate /High Lorv/
Modcrate

Nonc None None None

Scientific Rcview
Committee

Modelate iHigh Low None None None None

Egg Depredation High High lr4inimal
Reduction

Moder¿te
Rcduclion

Modùrate
Reduction

Ir4inimal
Reduction

Strom water
retention basin
Draw Down

Low/High Lorv None None Moderate to
High Rcduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Stonn water
retention basin
habitat
modifications

Low/High Low/High None
Minir¡al
Reduction

Lorv to
Moderate
Reduction

Low 1o

Moderate
Reduction

Slonn Water
Retention Basin
Snecifìcations

LowiHigh Lorv None
Minimal
Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Strorn water
retention basin
Turf & Aquatic
ManaeelÌìent

Low/High Low None
Minir¡al
Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Modelate to
High Reduction

L.xpand Hunttng
in GHA38
Including The
City of Winnioes

High Low
Low to
Moderate
Reduction

Moderate to High
Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Modemte to
High Reduction

Special Hunting
Seasons

High Low Minirnal
Reduction

Moderate to High
Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Moderate to
High Reduction

Take & Consume Moderate /High High None ModerateiHigh High Low

Kill Permit Lorv /Modelate Low None Moderate/High Hígh Low

Pyrotechnìc
Hazing lvloderate /High Low None None Hi-sh

Modemte to
High Reduction

Cornrnunication
Prograrn

Moderate /High High None None None None

Hazing With Train
Animals

Moderate Moderate None Moderate 1o High
Reduction

High
Lorv to
Moderate
Reduction
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5.4 DISCUSSION

Underpinning the GWA-CGMP is an exhaustive analysis of the contributing

factors and reported conflicts in the GWA human/goose conflict. The contemporary

design of the management plan addresses the prorninent attributes and conflicts of the

GWA and proposes applicable solutions resulting from the incorporation of all

stakeholder valuations in the assessment, methodology and evaluation process. However,

the GWA-CGMP possesses a number of implications and lirnitations which may

dirninish the effectiveness of the plan if not addressed by responsible agencies. In

addition, the plan identifies a number of areas for future research which would benefit the

efficiency and effectiveness of Canada goose management in urban and near urban areas

including the GWA.

5.41 lmplications

Two principal lirnitations are rnanifest in the proposed GWA-CGMP. First, there

is no quick fix to the human/goose conflict in the GWA. All stakeholders must recognize

that long-terrn, coûlprehensive and adaptive managelnent of Canada goose populations in

the GV/A is necessary to address the increasing number of Canada geese and associated

conflicts. Support by all stakeholders throughout the duration of the management

program will be critical in achieving and maintaining the management objectives of the

GV/A-CGMP. Continued participation by stakeholders is necessary to the rigorous

evaluation of impacts resulting from management interventions (Riley et al., 2003).

Adjustments to the GWA-CGMP will occur over time, reflecting the increased

knowledge quantified through the evaluation process. Adapting the GWA-CGMp over
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tilne to the dynamic hurnan/goose conflict will increase the success of the manasement

objective.

Second, tlie UGWG must be expancled to include grassroots stakeholder

valuations and parlicipation. The identification and inclusion of grassroots stakeholders

in the management process will provide critical infonnation currently absent in the

UGWG. Quantification and inclusion of these valuations is necessary as a majority of

sites in the GWA with Canada goose rates above the conflict threshold level occur either

on or adjacent to grassroots stakeholders' residences (Conover & Chasko, 1985).

Recognition of these valuations, as prescribed in objective 4, will increase the knowledge

base of grassroots stakeholder attitudes towards urban geese including population

objectives and attitudes towards goose lnanagement including the acceptability of

specific management treatments held by urban residents in the GWA (Loker et al., 1996).

This knowledge will allow responsible agencies to create management prograrns that

respond to and are supported by the public, particularly those stakeholders living in close

proximity to conflict sites where a management program and the effects of management

decisions is likely to occur. If the UGWG continues to exclude grassroots stakeholders

there is an increasing potential for distrust between grassroots stakeholders and

goveÍìment agencies, increased enforcement expenditures and transactions costs, and

reduced public awareness of conservation concerns (Schusler et a\.,2000). Exclusion of

grassroots stakeholders from the UGWG may trigger disruption of management actions

and public protest (Kirkpatrick et al., 1997) inflammatory and inaccurate media reports

(Green et al., 1997;Peck & Stahl, 1997) and the need for special legislation to continue

management actions (DeNicola et al., l99i\.
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5.42 Limitations

The proposed GWA-CGMP has several lirnitations. First, the GWA-CGMP has

been created in the absence of grassroots stakeholders from the GWA, despite an

operational fralnework which includes and adapts to changing stakeholder valuations.

The plan attempts to accommodate GWA gïassroots stakeholder valuations in the

development of management objectives and population goals of the GWA-CGMp.

However, until the proposed strategies and tactics outlined in the plan quantify the

Human Dimension valuations of all stakeholders in the GWA it is unknown if the

proposed management goal or population objectives will differ greatly then those

proposed.

A second limitation of the GWA-CGMP is the proposed population objectives are

for the entire GWA, not specific sites within its boundaries. Site specific population

objectives can only be determined upon completion of the prescribed survey of all

relevant stakeholders. Similarly, the proposed treatment rnethods to manage resident and

migrant Canada geese are not site specific. The prescribed survey of all stakeholder

attitudes towards urban goose management in the GWA will be critical in determining

the management methods acceptable to stakeholders at specific sites (Loker et al., 1996:

Riley et a1.,2003). The surveyof relevant stakeholder attitudes towards urban geese and

goose management will enable agencies to tailor population objectives and treatment

methods to the conflict site. In addition, attitudinal preferences may dictate the need for

an educational cornmunication program to facilitate informed consent by relevant

stakeholders.
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A thircl lirnitation of the GWA-CGMP is it is intended only for the City of

Winnipeg. Therefore it is uncertain how the proposed actions rnay be inferred to other

urban centres. It is possible that the managernent plan for the City of Winnipeg will not

be the perlinent to other Canadian or American cities. Unfortunately this is beyond the

scope of this paper and as such, only the City of Winnipeg is the target of the proposed

action plan.

5.43 Future Research

Considerable research has been conducted on examining the contributing factors

in humar/goose conflicts, as well as the development of urban goose management

treatments. However, the subject of hurnan/goose conflicts in urban centres could benefit

from further research in several areas. One area that clearly requires further research

would be the quantification of socioeconomic attitudes of the general public in other

urban centres towards urban geese and goose management (Loker et al., 1996).

Identification of grassroots stakeholders' attitudes towards urban geese and goose

management would provide critical information needed in the formulation of urban goose

management objectives and methods supported by all stakeholders (Riley et a\.,2003). A

second area for future research could address the fastest growing wildlife management

issue, urban and near urban wildlife conflicts (Bolen & Robison, 2003; Conove¡ et al.,

1995). New research could be conducted to detennine if the outline of GWA-CGMp is

applicable to other humadwildlife conflicts in urban and near urban areas. The third area

which would benefit from future research would be the detennination of whether a

spatially significant difference exists in the attitudes towards urban geese and goose

management held by urban residents' based on the proximity of their residence to
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human/goose conflict sites. A spatially significant difference would provide an

assessment of management objectives and method preferences by those stakeholders who

woulcl likely incur management effects and programs either on or in close proximity to

their residence compared to urban residents living a greater distance from conflict sites

(Loker et al., 1996).

5.5 CONCLUSION

Since the 1960's, Canada goose populations in North America have increased

significantly, benefìting frorn the giant Canada goose restoration initiative, expanded

agriculture and urban planning designs (Kokel & Andrew, 2002). Much of this increase

has occurred in urban and nearurban areas of Norlh America and has resulted in arange

of hurnan/goose conflicts where overlap of activity occurs. Similar to other urban areas

of North America the GWA has not been immune to the growth of Canada geese. The

increasing presence of resident and migrant goose populations in the GWA has resulted

in human/goose conflicts including, property damage, economic loss, environmental

degradation, and threats to human health and safety.

Research has demonstrated that Canada goose populations and associated

conflicts in the GWA can be expected to increase at the current rate of growth in the

absence of action (Conover & Chasko, 1985; Dolbeer et a1.,2000; Kokel & Andrew,

2002; Manitoba conservation, 1999; Manitoba conservation, 2000; Manitoba

Conservation, 2001; Manitoba Conservation, 2002; Manitoba Conservation, 2003;

Manitoba Conservation,2004; Manitoba Conservation, 2005). The positive relationship

between goose numbers and human/goose conflicts demands a reduction in the number

geese in the GWA to mitigate these conflicts. A range of lethal and nonlethal
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management techniques are available to achieve this reduction, however, current research

cautions responsible agencies frorn responding to a specific conflict with the sirnple

selection of techniques to reduce the greatest number of birds (Kokel & Andrew, 2002,

Smith et al., 1999). The evolution of modern resource management demands blending

traditional biological and ecological valuations with socioeconornic valuations in the

development of an effective management plan supported by all stakeholders (Decker er

al., 1996; Fishbein & Manfredo,1992; Riley er a\.,2003; wittmann et at., l99g\.

The GWA-CGMP was developed in response to this anticipated growth and

proposes solutions to address the unique attributes of the GWA. It is a modern resource

management plan which includes traditional biological and ecological valuations with

contemporary economic and sociological valuations from all stakeholders in the

fonnation of actions prescribed in the GWA-CGMp (Decker et al., 1996; Ewert, 1996;

Kokel & Andrew, 2002; Riley et a\.,2003; Smith et al., 1999; wittmann et at., l99g). rt

provides the operational framework to adapt management decisions to a dynamic conflict

between humans and geese, rnanaging the GWA urban goose population at an acceptable

level within human health and safety, biological, economic, and social tolerances.

Insuring the presence of Canada geese in the GWA remains a celebration of a connection

to the natural world (Leopold, 1949) rather then a nuisance to be tolerated.
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Apperuorx B

Telephone Survey Script, (Bergen, 2005)
Stakeholders in the GWA Human/Goose Conflict

Heilo, I'm 

- 

colling from ihe Urbon Goose Working Group. We're conduciing o survey in the
City of Winnipeg to leorn more oboul people's otfiludes concerning some imporlont issues relo.led
lo urbon wildlife. This number wos selecled of rcndom. According 1o our reseorch procedure, I

hove to speok lo o person oged i8 or older.

IF CANNOT MEET QUOTA, POLITELY TERMINATE

L We're inTerested in people's opinion obout Conodo geese in your oreo. Conodo geese ore
lorger lhon ducks ond ore identified by iheir groy body, block heod ond neck ond white cheeks.
OfTen they ore seen flying in o fomilior "V" formotion, swimming in lokes ond ponds, or feeding in
grossy oreos. ln lhe posi yecr, hove you seen Conodo geese in the City of Winnipeg or
sunounding rurol communily?
l) Yes

2) No (Skip to q.5)
9) olh,dk

2. Thinking bock for o momenl, whot time of yeor ore you mosl likely lo observe Conodo geese in
your oreo - winter, spring, summer, or fcll? [PROBE in uncerloin: Well, whot's your besl guess?
ì) Winter
2) Spring
3) Summer
4) Foll
8) No difference
9) ofh,dk

3. In the posl yeor, on overoge, how often hove you seen Conodo geese in the City of Winnipeg
oreo? would you soy it's...[PRoBE: if unsure: well, on overoge, whol's your best guess?]
ì) Doily or olmosi doily
2) Weekly
3) Monlhly
4) Seosonolly
5) Jusl o few limes
9) orh,dk /"\_tv./

4. Whoi qre geese usuolly doing when you notice them? Are they flying by, swimming in lokes ond
ponds, or feeding on lond? (PROBE: Well, mosf oflen, whol ore they doing?)
ì ) Flying
2)Swimming
?ì Foeelinn
a) olh,dk

5' ln your community in fhe future, would you like to see more Conodo geese, fewer, or cbout the
some number of Conodo geese oround your communily.
1) More
2) Fewer
3) About lhe some
a) oth,dk

_(t)

_t2)

_(4)

_(5)
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ó. Do you own properly in the cily of winnipeg thof hos been used by conodo geese?
l) Yes
2) No (Skip 1o q.9)
9) ofh, dk

7. How would you describe the impoct lhot geese hove hod on your properly? Would you soy
lhey hove coused o serious or unocceploble omounl of domoge, noticeoble bul occeptoble
domoge, smoll or unimportoni domoge, or no domoge lo your property?
I ì Serior rc/llnôr-r-enlnble
?ì Nlnlina¡l^'lo / Ä ¡¡anl'-,, '---v;oole
3) Smoll/Unimporlont
4) No Domoge
9) olh.dk

lAl

_(7)
8. (lF ANSWERED l-3) Whcl kind if domoge hove the geese coused on your properly? (WR|TE, DO
NOT CODE BELOW)

_(8)
I'm going .fo recd some slolements people hove mode about Conodo geese in your oreo. For
eoch slotemenl, pleose tell me if you sirongly ogree, somewhot ogree, neilher ogree nor disogree,
somewhot disogree, slrongly disogree wilh how you feel obout conodo geese.

READ LIST, REPEAT CHOICES IF NECESSARY, AND CODE EACH AS:
1) strongly ogree
?ì çnmor¡¡hnl nnrao

3) neifher ogree nor disogree
4) somewhol discgree
5) slrongly disogree
9) olh,dk

9. I enjoy Conodo geese in our community.

ì0. I enjoy Conodo geese, bul lhey somelimes couse problems.

'l L Conodo geese in our communily creo ore o nu¡scnce.

_(e)
_(i0)

_(il)
12. And which of lhe preceding slolements is most descriplive of how you feel obout Ccnodo
geese? [REPEAT LIST lF NECESSARY]
1) Enjoy Conodo geese
2) Sometimes o nuisonce
3) Geese ore o nuisonce
4) No preference
5) olh,dk _(12)
As you moy know, sometimes Conodo geese con couse problems, ronging from nuisonces on
porking lots ond golf courses, mojor domoge on form lond, pollution in lokes ond slreoms, lo
collisions with oircrofls. There ore severol woys officiols could deol wilh Conodo geese when lhey
become o serious enough problem. I'm going io reod o list of possible meosures wildlife officiols
could use fo deol with lhe geese, For ecch meosure, lell me if you strongly ogree, somewhot
cgree, neilher ogree nor disogree, somewhcf disogree, or slrongly disogree with the slotement.
Additionolly, for eoch meosure, tell me if you strongly ogree, somewhot ogree, neither qgree nor
disogree, somewhot disogree, or slrongly disogree with ihe effective of the method. We'll slort
wiih....
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READ LIST, CODE EACH AS:
l) Sfrongly ogree
?ì \nmarn¡h¡l aaraa

3) Neither ogree nor disogree
4) Somewhot disogree
5) Slrongly disogree
9) olh,dk

13. The Cily of Winnipeg should poss o bylow ordinonce prohibiling lhe feeding geese within the
Cily of Winnipeg.

l3A. This melhod will deol wilh problem geese in Winnipeg.

ì4. Using loud noises fo score geese owoy.

l4A This method will deol wilh problem geese in Winnipeg.

i5. Trying lo coplure geese ond move them owoy from the Winnipeg orec

l5A. This method will deol wilh problem geese in Winnipeg.

ló. Shoking the eggs of geese in the spring to keep them from hoÌching.

I óA This method will deol with problem geese in Winnipeg.

ì7. Droining ref enfion ponds for ó weeks during The foll migrofion.

l7A This melhod will deol with problem geese in Winnipeg.

ì8. Using trained dogs, occomponied by o hondler, to score geese awoy.

l8A This melhod will deol with problem geese in Winnipeg.

ì 9. Holding o closely monoged hunt in the ouf lying oreos of Winnipeg to reduce the goose

_{13)

_(t 4)

_(t5)

_(Ì ó)

_07)

_(18)

_(le)

_(20)

_(21)

_(22)

_(23)
t)il

-lè 

¡,

populolions.

20. Ihis method will deol with problem geese in Winnipeg.

21 How much hove you heord obout o closely monoged goose hunt
Winnipeg creo the lost two yeors? Some, o loi, noï much, or nothing
hunt?
1) o lot
2) some
3) nol much
4) none
5) oth,dk

2l A [|F A LOT/SOMEI Did you porticipcle in thol hunt?
1) yes
2) no
9) oih,dk

(2sl

(26)

thot hos been held in the
obout ihe speciol goose

_(27)

_(28)
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22 lf n could be demonslrcled thot the geese ore cousing serious domcges to forms ond
wetlonds, ond if killing geese is fhe only meons fo confrolling them, would you slrongly opprove,
somewhot opprove, neilher disopprove or cpprove, somewhol disopprove or slrongly disopprove
of speciol hunts or speciol londowner permits 1o hunl geese?
1) sirongly opprove
2) somewhol opprove
3) neither opprove nor disopprove
4) somewhof disopprove
5) slrongly disopprove
9) oih,dk _(2el
23 (lF DK, SOMEWHAT DISAPPROVE OR STRONGLY DISAPPROVE) Some hove suggested thot, if onty
lefhol meons con conlrol geese, they should be humonely killed, ond then ihe meol should be
processed ond given To food bonks or homeless shelters. lf this wos proposed lo conlrol goose
populolions , would you strongly opprove, some opprove, neither opprove nor disopprove,
somewhot disopprove, or strongly disopprove of ihis progrom?
ì) strongly opprove
2) somewhol opprove
3) neither opprove nor disopprove
4) somewhot disopprove
5) strongly disopprove
9) olh,dk

(lF STILL DISSAPROVE) And why is lhot? (WR|TE RESPONSE BELOW, DO NOT CODE)

_(30)

_(3ì)
24 lf you hod o quesiion obout Conodo geese on your properly, whct government ogency would
you go for onswers? IPROBE: cnd where else might you go?--DO NOT READ---CODE FROM LIST
BELOWI
'l 
) Moniiobo Conservolion

2) Wildlife Bronch
3) Nolurol Resources
4) Conodion Wildlife Service
5) Monifobo Agriculture
ó) University of Monitobo
7) CiIy of Winnipeg
8) Ducks Unlimiled
9) UniversiTy of Winnipeg
l0) Don'l know/no onswer
I ì ) oih,dk

24A [SECOND RESPONSE]

25 Who do you lhink is responsible for domoge thol geese might couse to privole londs?
Governmenl ogencies, or privcle lond owners?
1) gov't ogencies
2) lond owners
3) oth,dk _(34)

_(32)

_(33)

And now, o few queslions for clossificolion purposes
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2ó. Whol wos the lost grode or yeor of school you completed?
1) Less thon high school
2) High school
3) Trode school
4) Some college
5) College
ó) College +

7) Other

27 . Do you currenlly own or rent your ploce of residence?
ì) Yes
2) No
3) Olher

28. In whot oge group ore you, ore you...
t) 18-24
2) 2s-34
31 3s-44
41 45-s4
s) s5-ó4
6) 6s-7 4
TlTSorolder
9) oth,dk

29. Could you lell me how long you hove lived of your current cddress?
ì) 0-2yrs
2) 3-5
3) ó-ìo
4) t1-20
5) 2l+
9) ofh,dk

t? qt
_tvv/

1?Aì

30. Of course, we don'l need Ihe exoct cmounl, but will you tell me which colegory | recd besi
represents your toiol fomily income - before ioxes - f or 2OOS?
1) under$15000
2) $ r s,000-$24,eee
3) $25,000-$3e,e9e
4) $40,000-$ se,e9e
5) $ó0,000-$7e,eee
ó) $80,000 -$ee,eee
7) $ r 00,000+
9) ofh,dk

3ì. GENDER . DON'T ASK - JUST CODE BELOW
ì ) Mole
2) Femcle

And lhol compleles our suryey. Thcnk you for your ïime ond cooperotion.

l?al_tvl t

_(40)

_(3ó)

_(37)


